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Abstract 

Enzymes have a number of characteristics that make them attractive as biocatalytic alternatives to 

conventional transition-metal based catalysts for the production of both high- and low-value products. 

These include, but are not limited to, mild operating conditions, high enantioselectivity and the 

possibility of modifying their properties to better suit a process. In particular, the use of oxidases to 

catalyze selective oxidations using molecular oxygen as an environmentally friendly oxidant, is gaining 

attention. However, as most industries are trending towards continuous processing to improve 

efficiency, biocatalysis must do the same. Since continuous biocatalysis is an emerging field, the goal 

of this thesis was to gain a deeper understanding of the limitations of oxidase-catalyzed reactions and 

then propose a practical reactor configuration to facilitate their industrial implementation. 

Plug-flow is the preferred mode of continuous operation to allow good control of residence times and 

enable full conversion. However, the lack of mixing makes plug-flow reactors unsuitable for 

multiphase systems like gas-liquid biocatalytic oxidations. Therefore, operation in stirred tanks is 

proposed as a scalable alternative that affords better mass transfer. Even so, the biocatalytic oxidation 

of glucose was found to be predominantly oxygen limited in a continuous stirred tank reactor. This is 

due to the low water-solubility of molecular oxygen, which severely limits the driving force for gas-

liquid mass transfer and results in ineffective use of the enzyme due to its comparatively low affinity 

towards oxygen. To raise its solubility, the partial pressure of oxygen in the reactor must be increased, 

either by raising the total pressure, which increases costs, or the oxygen content of the feed gas, which 

was found to potentially deactivate the enzyme above concentrations of 60-80%. A better alternative 

would thus be to employ protein engineering to improve the affinity of the enzyme towards oxygen. 

In the meantime, a model of the system was used to demonstrate that just one additional reactor in 

series with the first enables more effective enzyme use and the possibility of near-complete 

conversion. 

The gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient, kLa, which is largely thought of as a reactor property, was 

found to be highly influenced by the composition of the reaction media. This is likely based on the 

complex interactions of the individual media components at the gas-liquid interface. Unfortunately, 

these influences could not be modelled with sufficient accuracy to allow reliable prediction of kLa. 

Since the kLa is a critical process parameter for the design, scale-up and operation of an oxygen-limited 

biocatalytic reaction, an alternative means of estimating its value that accounts for the reactor 
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operating conditions, as well as the reaction itself, is required. This was done by fitting the model of 

the system to experimental data. The estimated kLa values were significantly higher than those 

measured in pure water. Additionally, the kLa in the second reactor was higher than the first. This 

indicates that, in the case of gas-liquid biocatalytic reactions, the enzyme may be used more effectively 

with each successive stirred tank in a series, at least until the primary substrate becomes rate-limiting. 

The digital model of the system was further used to explore alternative strategies to improve reaction 

performance. If provided with economic constraints on each operating parameter, it would allow 

independent optimization of the reactors in a series to achieve near-complete conversion, as well as 

targets for improvements to the enzyme, through protein engineering, to be set. 
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Danske Resumé 

Enzymer har en række egenskaber der gør dem attraktive, som biokatalytiske alternativer til 

konventionelle overgangsmetal-baserede katalysatorer, til produktion af både høj- og 

lavværdiprodukter. Disse inkluderer, men er ikke begrænset til, milde driftsbetingelser og høj 

selektivitet. Derudover er det mulighed for at ændre enzymers egenskaber for, at forbedre 

kompatibiliteten med en given proces. Der er stor opmærksomhed på brugen af oxidaser til selektivt 

at katalysere oxidationer, ved hjælp af molekylært ilt, som et miljøvenligt alternativ til katalysatorer 

baseret på overgangsmetaller.  

Industrielt set er der i større grad fokus på kontinuerte processer, for at forbedre effektiviteten af 

processerne. Det er derfor vigtigt, at biokatalytiske processer udvikler sig i samme retning. Kontinuerte 

biokatalytiske processer er et relativt nyt og voksende felt inden for biokatalyse. Formålet med denne 

afhandling har derfor været fokuseret på, at skabe en dybere forståelse for begrænsningerne relateret 

til oxidase katalyserede reaktioner, samt foreslå en praktisk reaktorkonfiguration der vil kunne fremme 

industriel implementering af denne type biokatalytiske processer.  

Plug-flow reaktorer er en af de foretrukne metoder til kontinuerlig drift, idet der normalt er god 

kontrol af opholdstider, god blanding, og det er muligt at have fuld omdannelse. Utilstrækkelig 

blanding i flerfasesystemer, gør denne type reaktor uegnet til biokatalytiske oxidationer (gas-væske 

systemer). Denne afhandling foreslår derfor at bruge kontinuerligt omrørte tankreaktorer, som et 

skalerbart alternativ med god massetransport. Alligevel viste det sig, at den biokatalytiske oxidation af 

glukose overvejende er iltbegrænset i en kontinuerligt omrørt tankreaktor. Dette skyldes den lave 

vandopløselighed af molekylært ilt. Hvilket alvorligt begrænser drivkraften for overførsel af ilt til 

væsken og resulterer i ineffektiv anvendelse af oxidase. For at øge mængden af opløst ilt i væskefasen 

i reaktoren kan mængden af opløst ilt i væskefasen øges ved at øge partialtrykket af ilt. Dette kan gøres 

ved at øge trykket i reaktoren, hvilket vil resultere i markant øgede omkostninger, eller ved at øge 

iltindholdet i fødegassen til reaktoren. Det blev observeret at oxidasen potentielt blev deaktiveret ved 

iltkoncentrationer over 60-80%. Det bedste alternativ til denne løsning, vil derfor være at modificere 

oxidasen, ved protein modifikation, for at øge oxidasens resistens overfor høje iltkoncentrationer. 

Indtil der er modificeret og udviklet en optimeret oxidase, blev en model af systemet brugt til at 

demonstrere, at 2 reaktorer i serie muliggør mere effektiv enzymbrug og potentiel bedre konvertering. 
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Gasoverførselskoefficient, kLa, der i vid udstrækning betragtes som en reaktoregenskab, viste sig at 

være stærkt påvirket af sammensætningen af reaktionsmediet. Dette er sandsynligvis forårsaget af 

komplekse interaktioner mellem de enkelte mediekomponenter ved gas-væske spændingsfladen. 

Desværre kunne disse påvirkninger ikke modelleres med tilstrækkelig nøjagtighed til, at give pålidelig 

forudsigelse af kLa. Idet kLa er en kritisk procesparameter til design, opskalering og drift af en 

iltbegrænset biokatalytisk reaktion, er der behov for en alternativt måde, at estimere dens værdi. Dette 

alternativ skal tage højde for reaktorens driftsbetingelser og selve reaktionen. Dette blev gjort ved at 

tilpasse modellen til eksperimentelle data fra systemet. Det viste sig at de beregende kLa-værdier var 

signifikant højere end dem målt i rent vand.  

Derudover var kLa i den anden reaktor højere end i den første. Dette indikerer, for gas-væske baserede 

biokatalytiske reaktioner, at enzymet kan anvendes mere effektivt med kontinuerligt omrørte 

tankreaktorer i serie. Dette vil gøre sig gældende, indtil det primære substrat bliver den 

hastighedsbegrænsende faktor.  Ydermere, blev modellen af systemet brugt til, at udforske alternative 

strategier for at forbedre reaktionens ydeevne. Dette vil kunne bruges til, hvis de økonomiske 

begrænsninger kendes for hver driftsparameter, uafhængig optimering af reaktorerne i en serie for at 

opnå næsten fuldstændig konvertering, samt sætte mål for forbedringer af oxidasen gennem protein 

modificering.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Biocatalysis 

Biocatalysis is here defined as the use of enzymes to catalyze chemical reactions for the production of 

commercially valuable products. Enzymes are specialized proteins that are naturally produced by all 

living organisms. However, for industrial use, they are generally expressed recombinantly in a handful 

of well-understood, fast-growing and non-toxic bacterial, yeast or fungal strains. Thereafter, the cells 

containing the enzymes can be employed directly as biocatalysts, provided they are prevented from 

growing, thus differentiating biocatalysis from fermentation. On the one hand, whole-cell biocatalysis 

affords the enzymes some protection from harsh conditions outside the cell and allows exploitation 

of natural enzyme cascades within the cell, particularly for regeneration of critical cofactors.1 On the 

other hand, the presence of cellular membranes increases the likelihood of mass transfer limitations, 

the cells must be supplied with nutrients for cell maintenance and they are still susceptible to 

lysis/deactivation under harsh conditions. The alternative is to isolate the enzymes of interest from 

the cell, either for application as a crude cell-free extract or in more purified forms.2 This has the 

benefit of decoupling enzyme activity from enzyme expression to afford greater flexibility and 

freedom during process design, but incurs additional costs and complicates catalyst recovery/recycle 

due to the solubility of enzymes. In both cases, the stability of a biocatalyst under industrial operating 

conditions (elevated temperatures, extreme pH, organic solvents, high shear) may be low. To counter 

this, biocatalysts are often immobilized to a solid support or within a polymer matrix, but this adds to 

their cost and may compromise activity.3 

In the last few decades, biocatalysts have been shown to have a number of advantages over their 

conventional chemical counterparts. For instance, biocatalysts operate under natural conditions 

(ambient temperature, atmospheric pressure and neutral pH) which are generally mild in comparison 

to those frequently encountered in the traditional chemical industry, and they are produced through 

microbial fermentation of renewable sugars, rendering them more sustainable than catalysts that rely 

on rare metals with dwindling natural reserves.4 These advantages are predominantly attractive to 

sectors that produce extremely large volumes of simple commodity chemicals which incur larger 
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carbon footprints and have extremely small profit margins due to the low value of their products. For 

example, high fructose corn syrup has long been produced at industrial scale using immobilized 

glucose isomerase5 and lipases are increasingly being used for commercial biodiesel production6. In 

these industries, reducing the cost of operation and waste treatment through the implementation of 

biodegradable enzymes at milder operating conditions is extremely attractive. However, high enzyme 

activity and stability are imperative to reduce the cost of the enzyme for such large scales of 

production.7 

Through millennia of evolution, countless enzymes, unique to every living organism, have developed 

exceptional enantio-, regio- and stereoselectivity towards the vast majority of chemicals encountered 

in nature.8 While these properties are less relevant for the production of simple commodity chemicals, 

they are absolutely crucial for the production of more complex, high-value molecules, such as 

pharmaceuticals.9 For example, a variety of enzymes are already implemented for the commercial 

production of treatments for diabetes (Saxagliptin and Sitagliptin), central nervous system disorders 

(Pregabalin) and autoimmune diseases (Atazanavir), to name a few.10 In contrast, the poor selectivity 

of conventional catalysts necessitates the use of lengthy reaction sequences11, including numerous 

protection and deprotection steps12, to ensure the desired product specifications can be met. Each 

reaction in the sequence increases the complexity and cost of the overall process, while reducing its 

yield. Furthermore, each conventional catalyst in a multi-step sequence may have widely different 

optimal operating conditions, requiring each reaction to be spatially or temporally separate from one 

another. Since most enzymes typically operate within a similar, narrow range of operating conditions, 

it enables multiple sequential biocatalytic reactions to be carried out simultaneously in the same 

reactor, mimicking the biocatalytic cascades found throughout nature.13 Operating in this way avoids 

the need for intermediate purification steps, saving both time and resources.14 This is especially 

attractive if some intermediates in the system are unstable or toxic, as they are produced and 

subsequently consumed with no need for intermediate storage.15 For this reason, the system is also 

less likely to become inhibited by accumulation of intermediates. Likewise, accumulation of potentially 

inhibitory by-products is limited by the high selectivity of the enzymes. Finally, the use of a biocatalytic 

cascade allows for one or more of the reactions in the sequence to be energetically unfavorable, 

provided the overall thermodynamics of the sequence remain favorable.16 

Nonetheless, the greatest advantage of enzymes over conventional catalysts undoubtedly stems from 

their complex structures. Even the slightest modification of their amino acid sequences may have a 
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significant impact on the properties and performance of the enzyme, as evidenced by their evolution 

in nature. With the advent of recombinant DNA technologies and automated high-throughput 

robotics, it is now possible to direct and accelerate their evolution by generating vast mutant libraries 

through random mutagenesis and screen them for mutants with attractive properties.17 These include; 

improved stability under industrial conditions, increased activity towards a broader range of substrates 

or even entirely new chemistries.18 Additionally, continuous improvements to our understanding of, 

and ability to model, the crystal structures of enzymes and how they interact with substrates is allowing 

more rational approaches for deciding which amino acid substitutions to make.19 It may even be 

possible to design enzymes entirely from scratch with the aid of computational tools.20 Our inability 

to modify the properties of simple chemical catalysts has historically constrained process engineering 

around what is catalytically possible. As such, overcoming process limitations has been dependent on 

technological innovation. But, as the field of process engineering continues to mature, technological 

breakthroughs occur less frequently. The ability to engineer enzymes themselves creates the potential 

for the catalyst to be designed to better suit the process, a paradigm shift that may open up many new 

possibilities in the field of chemical engineering. For example, it enables the retrosynthesis of 

pharmaceuticals, both new and old, via shorter reaction pathways that were previously impossible or 

unfeasible.21 As such, technological limitations can now also be used to set targets for enzyme 

engineers. 

Mutations to the amino acid sequence of an enzyme may have both positive and negative influences 

on performance. Therefore, it is important for protein engineers to be conscious of the dominant 

limitation of a particular process, often attributed to the largest cost contributor, so as to prioritize 

screening efforts.22 For instance, high upstream costs can be reduced by increasing the activity of the 

enzyme to achieve a higher volumetric productivity (gproduct.L
-1.h-1). This enables the use of smaller 

reactors or less enzyme to reduce capital or operating costs, respectively. High downstream processing 

costs can be reduced by ensuring that the enzyme can operate at higher product concentrations 

(gproduct.L
-1) without becoming inhibited. This improves driving forces for separation and reduces the 

amount of water that has to be removed during product isolation. If the substrate is the dominant 

operating cost, it is important to improve the selectivity and efficiency of the enzyme to maximize the 

process yield (gproduct.gsubstrate
-1). Finally, if the biocatalyst itself is the largest cost contributor, the stability 

of the enzyme must be improved to raise the biocatalyst yield (gproduct.genzyme
-1). This reduces the number 

of times the enzyme needs to be replenished. The target values for each of these process metrics differ, 
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depending on the value of the desired product.23 Other metrics, such as E-factor (gwaste.gproduct
-1) and 

atom efficiency (MWproduct.MWsubstrate
-1), exist for assessing the sustainability of a process and are 

particularly important when waste treatment represents the primary operating cost.24 The 

aforementioned examples demonstrate that some biocatalytic reaction chemistries (isomerization, 

transesterification, esterification, reductive amination, transamination, resolution etc.) have already 

been made feasible for commercial application. However, the complete biocatalytic toolbox has yet 

to be fully realized at industrial scale. 

1.2 Oxidative Biocatalysis 

Over the last few decades, oxidation has been one of the largest processes in the chemical industry, 

second only to polymerization.25 In 1992, it was estimated that oxidation reactions accounted for 

roughly 30% of total chemical production.25b At the time, the use of stoichiometric oxidants, such as 

permanganates or chromium salts, was common practice for the production of fine chemicals, but 

these were found to be expensive, toxic and generated large quantities of heavy-metal wastes.25-26 As a 

result, industries began to shift in favor of heterogeneous catalytic oxidation to enable the use of more 

environmentally friendly oxidants.25, 27 The most attractive oxidizing agent is molecular oxygen since 

it is solely comprised of active oxygen and thus produces no by-products. Hydrogen peroxide and 

ozone are also attractive since their by-products (H2O and O2 respectively) are environmentally 

friendly. Other commonly applied oxidants include sodium hypochlorite, tert-butyl hydroperoxide, 4-

methylmorpholine 4-oxide, potassium peroxymonosulfate and iodosylbenzene.25a However, these 

tend to result in the production of potentially toxic by-products and can be expensive. Less than a 

decade later, in 2001, more than 60% of all catalytically synthesized chemicals and intermediates were 

estimated to be products of oxidation reactions.25a This is unsurprising, given that aldehydes, alcohols, 

ketones, organic acids and epoxides can all be produced via catalytic oxidation. Nevertheless, 

conventional transition metal-based catalysts tend to be poorly selective, resulting in the formation of 

undesired by-products.25a Conversely, oxidative biocatalysts are highly selective and use molecular 

oxygen, in the form of air, as an inexpensive, benign and abundant oxidant. 

There are two enzyme subclasses that catalyze selective oxidations using molecular oxygen, namely 

oxygenases28 and oxidases29. Oxygenases incorporate one or two atoms of molecular oxygen into a 

substrate, but require a nicotinamide cofactor (NADH or NADPH) as an electron donor. These 

cofactors are far too expensive to be supplied to a reaction in stoichiometric amounts.30 Therefore, 

the cofactor needs to be continuously regenerated by a secondary reaction to make these enzymes 
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economically feasible, which adds additional co-substrates and co-products that complicate 

downstream processing.31 In contrast, oxidases do not require nicotinamide cofactors, instead utilizing 

molecular oxygen as an electron acceptor and producing water or hydrogen peroxide as a by-product.9a 

This makes them more attractive for industrial implementation and so they will be the focus of the 

following chapters. For instance, oxidases have already been industrially implemented for the 

production of Islatravir13c, 32, an HIV treatment, as well a crucial intermediate for the production of 

cephalosporin antibiotics33. Oxidases have also been shown to enable the production of enantiopure 

compounds, including ligands, amino acids and amines, either through asymmetric synthesis (galactose 

oxidase, monoamine oxidase)34 or resolution of racemic mixtures (D-amino acid oxidase, 

cyclohexylamine oxidase)35. Additionally, pyrroles, which are attractive pharmaceutical ingredients, 

have been synthesized from pyrrolines with a combination of nicotine oxidase and monoamine 

oxidases.36 

In order to assess the industrial feasibility of continuous oxidase-catalyzed reactions, glucose oxidase 

(GOx) was selected as a case study for the following reasons: 

• High activity: During the early stages of development for biocatalytic processes, the 

biocatalyst itself is often the rate-limiting step. In these cases, very little can be done from a 

process engineering standpoint to improve performance. In contrast, GOx is a highly active 

enzyme towards its native substrate, which enables reaction rates that are high enough to reveal 

process limitations. 

• Stability: Low enzyme stability, both under quiescent and industrial operating conditions, can 

impede the study of oxidases during continuous operation. Many laboratory formulations of 

enzymes are prone to low stability due to the presence of proteases in cell lysates or the 

absence of any stabilizers or preservatives. GOx is readily available in commercial formulations 

that are highly stable. 

• Well-defined: GOx is a well-researched enzyme. As a result, its rate law and kinetic 

parameters have been characterized. This facilitates model development in parallel with 

experimentation to identify process limitations or gaps in understanding. 

The reaction catalyzed by GOx, shown in Scheme 1.1, follows a ping-pong bi-bi rate law 

(Equation 1.1), in which the reaction rate is dependent on the concentrations of GOx (CGOx), glucose 

(CG) and dissolved oxygen (CO).37 The mechanism of this rate law (Scheme 1.2) is comprised of a 
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double-displacement reaction.38 In the first step, glucose binds with the free enzyme and is oxidized 

to form gluconolactone. Next, oxygen binds to the reduced enzyme and is converted to hydrogen 

peroxide, freeing the enzyme to repeat the cycle. 

vGOx =
kcat,GOxCGOxCGCO

CGCO + KMOCG + KMGCO
 (1.1) 

 

 

 

Scheme 1.1. GOx-catalyzed conversion of D-glucose to D-glucono-δ-lactone, which spontaneously 

hydrolyzes to form gluconic acid. Catalase is used to recover some oxygen from the potentially harmful 

hydrogen peroxide by-product. 

 

E ES FP F FO2 EH2O2 E

Glucose (S) Glucono-lactone (P) O2 H2O2

 

Scheme 1.2. The ping-pong bi-bi reaction mechanism of glucose oxidase showing conversion of the 

substrate (S) into the product (P) and subsequent regeneration of the free enzyme (E) from its reduced 

form (F) 

The rate constant of the enzyme (kcat) and its affinity constants towards glucose (KMG) and oxygen 

(KMO) have been determined in a specially adapted tube-in-tube reactor and are shown in Table 1.1.39 
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The small diameter of the tube-in-tube reactor used in this study (0.23 mm) gave an extremely large 

specific surface area (17391 m-1) and very short diffusion distances. Additionally, it could be operated 

at pressures up to 10 bar. These features allow DO concentrations of up to 12 mM to be reached, 

making the reactor ideal for measuring the kinetic parameters of oxygen-dependent enzymes. The 

reason for this is that, while molecular oxygen has many attractive properties, it presents some 

limitations for biocatalytic oxidations, owing to its poor solubility in water (0.26 mM in equilibrium 

with air at 25°C and 1 atm, based on its Henry’s Law constant40), which is low compared to the KMO 

of most oxidases, according to data available in the BRENDA database.41 Hydrogen peroxide 

produced as a by-product of oxidase-catalyzed reactions, which can deactivate the enzyme if allowed 

to accumulate42, is normally removed by coupling the oxidase with catalase. Conveniently, catalase 

converts hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen, which can be consumed by the oxidase. 

Nevertheless, as shown in Scheme 1.1, the stoichiometry of the catalase reaction does not allow the 

coupled enzyme system to become self-sufficient and so external supply of oxygen is still required. 

Table 1.1. Kinetic parameters of GOx39 

Kinetic parameter Value Unit 

kcat,GOx 17.8 ± 1.39 µmol.min-1.mgGOx
-1 

KMG 75.2 ± 9.38 mM 

KMO 0.51 ± 0.09 mM 

 

The spontaneous hydrolysis of gluconolactone to gluconic acid, which are structurally distinct from 

one another, is fortunate, since it limits the likelihood of gluconic acid inhibiting the system by 

competing with glucose for a place in the active site of the enzyme. The same, however, cannot be 

said for hydrogen peroxide, which has been found to competitively inhibit GOx.43 Thus, Equation 1.1 

must be modified as follows 

 

vGOx =
kcat,GOxCGOxCGCO

CGCO + KMOCG (1 +
CHP
KI

) + KMGCO

 (1.2) 
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where CHP is the concentration of hydrogen peroxide and KI is an inhibition constant. Unfortunately, 

it has been found that the inhibition constant for glucose oxidase is approximately equal to its KMO, 

which implies that GOx has roughly the same affinity towards binding with hydrogen peroxide as it 

does dissolved oxygen.43 This also indicates that the enzyme can be significantly inhibited by hydrogen 

peroxide at concentrations as low as 0.51 mM. Therefore, it is especially important to ensure the 

complete depletion of hydrogen peroxide to avoid inactivation as well as inhibition of GOx. This is 

more challenging than it seems, since the rate of catalase is dependent on the concentration of 

hydrogen peroxide, as shown in Equation 1.3. Thus, hydrogen peroxide can never be removed entirely 

using catalase. As such, catalase is typically supplied in excess to reduce the peroxide concentration as 

much as possible. Alternatively, hydrogen peroxide can be decomposed by contact with gold, iron, 

copper or activated carbon44, but this may result in the formation of reactive oxygen species that could 

potentially damage the enzymes45. 

 

vCAT =
kcat,CATCCATCHP
KMHP + CHP

 (1.3) 

 

1.3 Continuous Processing 

Continuous processing is frequently used for the production of commodity chemicals, where 

extremely large production volumes and low profit margins demand economic efficiency.46 However, 

continuous processing is also becoming increasingly attractive for the production of fine chemicals. 

To illustrate this, let us examine the pharmaceutical industry, where product quality, not process 

economics, has historically been the major driving force due to the high value and extreme complexity 

of its products.46 As a result of this, the industry is tightly regulated to ensure quality specifications can 

be met and failure to comply can often lead to drug shortages.46 Pharmaceuticals are also produced in 

much lower quantities than commodity chemicals and so production has typically been limited to 

batch operation, which allows flexible switching between products.46 On top of this, a recent shift 

towards personalized medicine as well as the ever-increasing potency of drugs demands even smaller 

production volumes.46-47 As such, it would seem that there is no need for continuous production. 

However, the pharmaceutical landscape is changing in ways that are causing both regulators and drug 

manufacturers to embrace it nonetheless. For instance, the chance of discovering new blockbuster 
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pharmaceuticals is becoming smaller and competition due to the manufacture of generics is rising, 

increasing the need for cost-effective production.47 Additionally, emerging markets demand more 

affordable pharmaceuticals that further emphasize the need for reducing operating costs.47 This 

requires production processes to be flexible, not only in terms of product range but capacity as well.47 

Batch processing suffers from long hold-up times, which reduces productivity and necessitates large 

equipment that limits capacity changes.47 In contrast, higher productivity can be achieved through 

continuous operation, allowing reduced equipment and facility sizes.47-48 In fact, continuous processing 

is generally more efficient than batch for a variety of reasons. Smaller equipment improves heat and 

mass transfer and allows more precise residence time control.48 Multi-step reaction sequences can be 

telescoped, shortening processing times by eliminating hold-ups between steps.48 Continuous 

processes are also easier to control, which improves their safety. This enables shorter and more direct 

reaction sequences to be used, as hazardous intermediates no longer have to be avoided, since they 

are produced and consumed in situ without any need for storage between steps.48 Fewer reaction steps 

and the possibility of inline separations also help to avoid yield losses and improve sustainability by 

reducing waste generation.48 

1.4 Scope 

The scope of this thesis is to demonstrate continuous operation of a biocatalytic oxidation in 

conventional and scalable reactor technologies, and assess whether this could be a feasible means of 

carrying out selective oxidation in industry. To this end, the main objective is to gain better 

understanding of the oxygen-dependent kinetics of oxidases during continuous operation through the 

use of laboratory experiments as well as kinetic and mechanistic digital models. Herein, only in vitro 

application of enzymes as homogenous catalysts will be examined. 

1.5 Outline 

This thesis is divided into 10 chapters, the contents of which are summarized as follows: 

Chapter 1 introduces the advantages of biocatalysis with regards to the manufacture of pharmaceutical 

intermediates or active ingredients, with a particular focus on oxidation reactions. The benefits of 

continuous processing are also introduced. 
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Chapter 2 explores the applicability of various reactor configurations towards continuous biocatalysis 

for pharmaceutical production. A reactor selection methodology is also proposed, based on which the 

most appropriate reactor configuration for multiphase biocatalytic oxidations is selected.  

Chapter 3 outlines the experimental methods used throughout the thesis. 

Chapter 4 investigates the kinetic behavior of glucose oxidase through experiments in a continuous 

stirred tank reactor, with emphasis on the trade-off between productivity and effective use of the 

enzyme. 

Chapter 5 utilizes basic modelling to determine the most practical and effective configuration of 

continuous stirred tank reactors for biocatalytic glucose oxidation, the results of which are compared 

to experimental data. 

Chapter 6 studies the effect of media composition on gas-liquid mass transfer to identify whether this 

can be used for its accurate prediction. 

Chapter 7 further develops the digital model of the system to estimate parameters. The model is also 

used to assess the outcomes of changes to the operating conditions or the kinetic parameters of the 

enzymes. 

Chapter 8 discusses the prerequisite knowledge required to select operating conditions in a stirred 

tank reactor for a biocatalytic oxidation to be feasible. 

Chapter 9 presents the main conclusions of the thesis. 

Chapter 10 proposes additional avenues of research that could facilitate the implementation of 

oxidative biocatalysis into industry. 
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Chapter 2 

Reactor selection for continuous biocatalysis 

This chapter forms the basis of a recently published journal article: Lindeque, R. M.; Woodley, J. M., 

Reactor Selection for Effective Continuous Biocatalytic Production of Pharmaceuticals. Catalysts 2019, 

9 (3), 262. 

2.1 Introduction 

Until recently, biocatalytic reactions were predominantly limited to batch operation due to the low 

activity of wild-type enzymes towards substrates of commercial interest, as well as their low stability 

under industrial operating conditions. This often precluded their use for the continuous production 

of commodity chemicals but not for the selective production of higher value chemicals, such as 

pharmaceuticals, for which batch manufacturing was standard practice. However, as even these 

industries are now beginning to shift away from batch operation to embrace the many advantages of 

continuous processing49, so too must the field of biocatalysis if it is to remain relevant. Fortunately, as 

discussed in Chapter 1, the advent of recombinant DNA technologies, which have enabled protein 

engineering through directed evolution or rational design, now allows the tailoring of enzymes to 

better suit industrial application.50 Furthermore, since the fine chemical industry is by no means the 

first manufacturing sector to have made this transition, a variety of continuous reactor technologies 

are already widely available, with unique configurations specialized to overcome a broad range of 

process limitations. As continuous biocatalysis is a relatively new field, reactor selection can be a 

daunting task in the absence of any standardized methodologies. Fortunately, all chemical reactors can 

be modeled as a combination of three ideal reactor types, described in the following section. Thus, to 

streamline the development and implementation of biocatalysis for continuous processing, one simply 

has to understand how enzymes behave in each of these fundamental reactor types and determine 

which of these behaviors is best suited towards the unique needs of the target industry. 

2.2 Reactor Types 

Figure 2.1 shows schematic diagrams of the three ideal reactor types, namely the batch stirred tank 

reactor (BSTR), the continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) and the continuous plug-flow reactor 
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(CPFR). The characteristics of these reactors are well-researched.51 Design equations for each of the 

reactors, shown in Figure 2.1, can be used to determine the concentration of enzyme (CE) required to 

achieve a desired fractional conversion of substrate (X) for a given initial or feed substrate 

concentration (CS0). In a BSTR, the time of reaction (t) and reaction volume (V) are also required, 

whilst for CSTRs and CPFRs the volumetric flowrate through the reactor (Q) is needed. KM is the 

affinity constant of the enzyme towards the substrate and kcat is its rate constant. 

CS

Time

CS

Time

CS

Length

A

B

C

X CS0 + KM ln(1/1-X) = kcat CE t/V

X CS0 + KM ln(1/1-X) = kcat CE/Q

X CS0 + KM  X/1-X) = kcat CE/Q

 

Figure 2.1. Reactor schematics, substrate concentration (CS) profiles and design equations for single-

substrate biocatalytic reactions in A) batch stirred tank reactor (BSTR), B) continuous stirred tank 

reactor (CSTR) and C) continuous plug-flow reactor (CPFR). 
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In a BSTR, the mechanically stirred vessel is first filled with substrate and enzyme, to initiate the 

reaction, after which no material is removed until the reaction is stopped. BSTRs are well-mixed 

reactors, meaning that concentrations are the same regardless of location within the reactor. Typical 

enzyme kinetics follow Michaelis–Menten behavior, where rate is independent of substrate (zero 

order) at high concentrations but becomes proportional to the amount of substrate (first order) at 

lower concentrations, with a transition in between. This means that in a BSTR the substrate is initially 

consumed quickly, whilst later in the reaction, as it enters the first order regime, the reaction rate slows, 

as illustrated by the substrate concentration profile in Figure 2.1A. However, given sufficient time in 

the reactor, complete conversion can be achieved, provided the equilibrium is favorable. BSTRs are 

commonly used for biocatalytic reactions52 due to their simplicity and flexibility. For instance, substrate 

concentrations can be kept below toxic or inhibitory levels by adopting a fed-batch approach53 where 

substrate is fed to the reactor, resulting in a reaction volume that increases with time. Additionally, pH 

changes caused by the biocatalytic reaction can be neutralized through the addition of an acid or base 

to maintain the optimal pH of the enzyme. 

The design of a CSTR is similar to that of a BSTR, except that material is continuously added to, and 

removed from, the reactor, such that the working volume remains constant. In this case, the 

biocatalyst must either be fed continuously to the reactor (to make up for loss of catalyst in the 

effluent) or it must be retained within the reactor by immobilization and/or partially permeable 

membranes. Like BSTRs, CSTRs are well-mixed and so the reactor contents and effluent are 

homogenous. However, since there must be enough substrate in the reactor to achieve an adequate 

reaction rate, the effluent will always contain some substrate and so full substrate conversion is not 

possible22a. This trade-off between reaction rate and conversion is an important characteristic of 

CSTRs. Furthermore, since the reactor contents are homogenous, the substrate concentration, and 

subsequently the reaction rate, throughout the reactor remain constant with respect to time, as shown 

in Figure 2.1B.  

In a CPFR, reactants are pumped into a long tubular reactor where, unlike stirred tanks, material 

flowing through does not mix with any material flowing ahead of it, or behind it. This results in 

concentration gradients over the length of the reactor, identical to the concentration gradients over 

time in a BSTR. Therefore, if the reactor is sufficiently long, the substrate can be fully converted. For 

this reason, in Figure 2.1C the concentration profile is given with respect to length, since the time 

material spends in a CPFR is simply a function of the reactor length and volumetric flowrate. Although 
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it is possible to operate a CPFR with a soluble catalyst, biocatalysts are typically immobilized onto the 

reactor wall or on particles of a carrier material, which are then packed into a tube to form a continuous 

packed-bed reactor (CPBR)54 that still exhibits plug-flow behavior. However, this can potentially 

introduce mass transfer limitations and large pressure drops over the reactor55. 

2.3 Batch vs. Continuous 

There are many considerations which need to be evaluated when selecting the type of reactor to use. 

However, even for simple single-product reactions in a single liquid phase, two considerations which 

are always of relevance are the residence time distribution (RTD) and the kinetics of the enzyme 

catalyzed reaction. BSTRs and CPFRs have identical kinetic behavior and both afford good control 

over RTDs. Consequently, it would appear that there is little motivation to invest in the shift from 

batch operation to continuous since both give the same result. However, much research has 

highlighted the benefits of continuous biocatalysis over batch processing, for both production as well 

as research and development, and these are summarized in Figure 2.237a, 56. Nonetheless, it has also 

been shown that, for single-phase homogenous reactions, the differences in performance between 

batch and continuous reactors at the laboratory scale are negligible57. Therefore, in such instances, 

shifting from batch to continuous would appear to be a time-consuming and resource-intensive 

process that yields few improvements. But, at production scales, where mixing and heat transfer in 

large batch reactors are less efficient, shifting to continuous operation could be beneficial. 

Additionally, steady-state operation of a continuous reactor affords simpler control and greater 

consistency than a dynamic batch process at large scale. These advantages facilitate process 

intensification, which is critical to improve the economic feasibility of biocatalytic processes, especially 

those producing simple commodity chemicals.58 

For complex fine chemicals, economics are often not the primary driving force during process design, 

due to their high values. Nevertheless, such chemicals are often the products of numerous reaction 

steps. Some of these reaction steps, especially those involving optically active compounds, may be 

biocatalytic, but many reactions are still more efficient using chemical catalysts. Chemocatalytic 

reactions are frequently operated continuously to benefit from rapid mixing and heat transfer59, 

particularly in the case of exothermic reactions, or to avoid the storage of unstable or toxic 

intermediates. Therefore, when selecting a reactor for a biocatalytic reaction that may have to be 

integrated into a combined chemo/biocatalytic reaction sequence60, opting for a continuous approach 

would be more practical, potentially allowing for end-to-end manufacturing that could even include 
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downstream processing and formulation11b. For this reason, it may also make more sense to use 

continuous reactors for research and development in fine chemical industries, as it simplifies the 

transition to production scale through the process of scale-out/parallelization/numbering up. For 

pharmaceutical production, this could provide a means of reducing time-to-market.61 

Advantages of 

continuous 

operation

Improved heat 

and mass transfer

Pressurized 

operation

Reduced 

variability

Automation

Integration of 

process analytical 

technology (PAT)

In-line 

purification

 

Figure 2.2. Benefits of shifting towards continuous biocatalysis. 

Finally, continuous operation is generally more efficient than batch operation, which is plagued with 

lengthy start-up and shutdown times, before and after each reaction, and mandatory downtimes as the 

reactors need to be routinely cleaned. Of course, there are still some cases where BSTRs may be the 

most appropriate reactor to use. For instance, if the reaction rates of an enzyme are very low, then 

continuous operation in a CPFR would require very low flowrates or an impractically long reactor. In 

such a case, it would be beneficial to simply run the reaction in a BSTR for a long period of time until 
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the reaction reaches completion. However, even in such cases where BSTRs are in use it is still 

beneficial to simulate continuous behavior. For example, this could be done by operating three BSTRs 

in parallel, but with each at a different stage in the process (i.e., start-up, operation, shutdown). 

2.4 Residence Time Distribution 

Residence time defines the length of time material is in a reactor. For an ideal BSTR it is simply the 

time from the addition of the final reagent (usually biocatalyst) to the quenching time of the reaction. 

In other words, all material is in the reactor for the same length of time and can be said to have a 

defined residence time. If this time is sufficiently long, then all the reactant will have been converted 

to product. Therefore, in the production of fine chemicals, batch reactors have frequently been used 

simply because complete conversion was achievable. Moreover, if some substrate remains at the end 

of the reaction, more catalyst can be added to complete the conversion. This flexibility is very 

attractive. Even in cases where reaching equilibrium prevents complete conversion of substrate to 

product, all material has an identical residence time and thereby the reaction mixture has a defined 

conversion. For more complex reactions (with multiple reactants, products or phases) this is critical, 

because otherwise what might leave the reactor is a variable mixture of compounds that complicates 

downstream processing. For instance, active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) are complex, and their 

production is strictly regulated (e.g., by the Federal Drug Administration or European Medicines 

Agency). For this reason, there is a demand for precision chemistry in the pharmaceutical industry to 

achieve high product quality in a reproducible manner, ensuring the safety of the patient. It is for this 

reason that enzymes are particularly attractive due to their high selectivity62, compared to most 

conventional catalysts, which minimizes by-product formation. Additionally, they operate at mild 

conditions63 which also greatly reduces the occurrence of spontaneous degradation of reactants, 

intermediates or products. This allows for the precise production of APIs with simpler downstream 

processing steps. However, to truly capitalize upon this, the reactor should also give a precise residence 

time. In other words; a precision catalyst used in a precision reactor. In this way the benefit of 

continuous biocatalysis becomes clear. 

Residence time is an important characteristic of any reactor. It is desirable to have a well-defined 

residence time for accurate control of reactions. In an ideal CPFR, where no back-mixing occurs, 

material exits the reactor in the same order as it enters with a single residence time (τ) which can easily 

be calculated from the working volume of the reactor and the volumetric flowrate (Equation 2.1). 
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τ =
V

Q
 (2.1) 

 

The ideal BSTR and CPFR are the only two cases where a reactor has a single residence time. For all 

other reactor types and configurations, multiple residence times exist and so residence times are 

typically expressed as a function of time, known as the residence time distribution. For instance, the 

RTD of the ideal BSTR (or ideal CPFR) is represented mathematically by the following Dirac delta 

function, shown graphically in Figure 2.3 

 

RTD(t) = δ(t − τ) (2.2) 
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Figure 2.3. Response of a CPFR to a pulse injection under ideal conditions. 
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In an ideal CSTR it is assumed that mixing is complete and instantaneous, such that the composition 

of the entire reactor volume and the reactor outlet are homogenous. As a result, some of the feed 

molecules exit the reactor immediately, since fluid is constantly being removed at the outlet, whilst 

others remain in the reactor almost indefinitely. Therefore, the RTD can be represented by an 

exponential decay function (Equation 2.3), illustrated in Figure 2.4, although the mean residence time 

can still be calculated using Equation 2.1. 

 

RTD(t) =
1

τ
e(

−t
τ
)
 (2.3) 
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Figure 2.4. Response of a CSTR to a pulse injection under ideal conditions. 
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2.5 Enzyme Kinetics 

Enzyme kinetics are often modeled using the basic Michaelis–Menten equation (Equation 2.4). 

Modified versions of this equation also exist to describe more complex systems, such as those with 

substrate or product inhibition, as well as multiple substrates or products. 

 

v =
VmaxCS
KM + CS

 (2.4) 

  

Vmax = kcatCE (2.5) 

 

Equation 2.4 relates the reaction rate (v) to the substrate concentration. The maximum rate of the 

enzymatic reaction (Vmax) is dependent on the concentration of the enzyme and its rate constant 

(Equation 2.5). The affinity constant of the enzyme towards a specific substrate, KM, corresponds to 

the substrate concentration at which the initial rate will be half of the maximum rate. Therefore, to 

approach the maximum rate of an enzymatic reaction, and so use the enzyme effectively, the substrate 

concentration must be sufficiently high (relative to its KM) that the rate equation approximates the 

following zero order form 

 

C𝑆 ≫ KM 

 

v ≈ Vmax = kcatE 

(2.6) 

 

If an enzyme has a very high affinity towards a particular substrate, characterized by a very low KM, 

the maximum rate of the enzymatic reaction can be achieved at low substrate concentrations. This is 

a highly desirable scenario because it means that the enzyme can likely be used effectively regardless 

of reactor type. This can be illustrated by dividing the design equation of a CSTR (Figure 2.1B) with 

that of a CPFR (Figure 2.1C) to determine the ratio of enzyme concentrations (CE,CSTR/CE,CPFR) 

required to reach a desired fractional conversion, illustrated in Figure 2.5. To reach high fractional 

conversions, much higher enzyme concentrations are required in a CSTR than a CPFR unless the 
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substrate concentration in the feed is a few orders of magnitude higher than the affinity constant of 

the enzyme. For this reason, protein engineering efforts should be focused on increasing the affinity 

of enzymes towards industrially attractive molecules22b, 64. In the meantime, however, enzymes 

generally have low affinities towards complex, non-native substrates, like many pharmaceutical 

intermediates. Thus, in these instances, the choice of reactor can greatly affect the reaction rates that 

can be achieved in a biocatalytic reaction. 

 

Figure 2.5. Enzyme concentrations required in a CSTR versus a CPFR to achieve a desired fractional 

conversion of substrate. 

For instance, in a CSTR, substrate is fed into a much larger, well-mixed volume. This means the 

reaction takes place at a single, constant substrate concentration far more dilute than that of the feed, 

resulting in reduced rates throughout the reactor. In contrast, the substrate concentration in a CPFR 

is equal to that of the feed at the inlet, where the enzyme can operate closer to its maximum rate, and 

progressively decreases across the length of the reactor, as does the reaction rate. This is typically a 

more effective way of using the catalyst. As previously expressed, this kinetic behavior is identical to 

that of a biocatalytic reaction in a BSTR51. 

Enzyme inhibition by substrate or product is also very important to consider when selecting a reactor 

for biocatalysis. On the one hand, if the enzyme is inhibited by high concentrations of the substrate, 
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the substrate dilution that occurs in a CSTR may be desirable, whereas the high initial substrate 

concentration in a CPFR could have a negative impact. On the other hand, if the enzyme is inhibited 

by the product, operating in a CSTR is undesirable as the homogeneity guarantees inhibition 

throughout the reactor unless a much larger, more dilute reaction volume is used, which would 

increase capital costs as well as the cost of downstream processing. Conversely, in a BSTR, product 

inhibition would only become problematic towards the end of the reaction. Likewise, in a CPFR, the 

rate would only be severely inhibited towards the end of the reactor, whilst maintaining a smaller, 

more concentrated and cost-effective volume. The concentrations of substrate and product 

throughout the reactor also influence the thermodynamic equilibrium of the reaction65. 

The difference in capital costs between a CSTR and CPFR is best demonstrated with an example. One 

of the most successful instances where a biocatalytic reaction has been implemented in industry in 

recent years is the use of a highly engineered transaminase in the production of sitagliptin, the active 

ingredient in an anti-diabetic medication66. The kinetic parameters of this enzyme have not been 

published. However, another transaminase from Halomonas elongata, which has been characterized, was 

recently used for the continuous production of amines at laboratory scale67. The turnover number of 

this enzyme was found to be 0.094 s−1, and its KM values were 2.57 mM and 0.56 mM towards (S)-1-

phenylethylamine (amino donor) and pyruvate (amino acceptor), respectively, for the production of 

acetophenone at 25°C 68. Due to the higher affinity of the enzyme towards pyruvate, it will be assumed 

that pyruvate can be supplied in sufficient excess such that the reaction rate is only dependent on the 

concentration of (S)-1-phenylethylamine, according to Equation 2.4. Equation 2.7 shows how the 

Michaelis–Menten expression can be transformed into a function of the fractional conversion, where 

FS0 is the inlet molar flowrate of substrate. 

 

v =
kcatCE

FS0
Q

(1 − X)

KM +
FS0
Q

(1 − X)
 (2.7) 

 

Assuming an enzyme concentration of 1 g.L-1, desired annual production target of 100 kg and a final 

product concentration of 10 g.L-1, Figure 2.6 shows the Levenspiel plot for this reaction, which can 

be used to determine the reactor volume required to achieve a desired conversion in a continuous 
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reactor with these conditions69. For a CSTR, the required volume is equal to the area of a rectangle 

with a height of FS0/v and a width of X, whereas for a CPFR, the required volume is the area under 

the curve. It is clear from Figure 2.6 that a similar volume would be required for both reactors to 

achieve most fractional conversions. In fact, only 2.5 L more volume would be required in a CSTR 

than a CPFR to achieve 80% substrate conversion. However, in most biocatalytic reactions the only 

difference between the substrate and product is a single functional group, which can make separating 

them extremely challenging. Therefore, to avoid adding more complexity to the downstream process 

it is best to aim for complete conversion of the substrate and this is where the gap between the CSTR 

and the CPFR becomes apparent. From Figure 2.6, it can be calculated that, to achieve 99% substrate 

conversion, a CPFR with a volume of 38 L would be sufficient, but a CSTR would require a volume 

of 134 L, nearly 4 times larger. This problem becomes significantly worse if a conversion of 99.9% is 

desired, in which case a CSTR would require 23 times more volume than a CPFR, greatly increasing 

capital and downstream processing costs. These are perfectly reasonable targets for reaction 

conversion in the pharmaceutical industry, based on what is already achievable.70 

 

Figure 2.6. Levenspiel plot for the production of acetophenone from (S)-1-phenylethylamine and 

pyruvate by an amine transaminase from Halomonas elongata. 
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2.6 pH Control and Multiphase Systems 

Much of the previous discussion has shown that CPFRs are generally better suited for continuous 

biocatalysis than CSTRs, particularly for the production of high-value molecules. Nevertheless, CPFRs 

and CPBRs do have some limitations that may preclude their use with certain systems. For instance, 

although residence time and temperature are easily controlled in these reactors, control of pH across 

the length of the reactor is often more challenging due to the concentration gradients that arise from 

the lack of mixing22c. To overcome this problem, engineered enzymes that can tolerate the range of 

pH expected to occur across the reactor would be required. Alternatively, the effluent from the CPFR 

can be recycled through a CSTR where acid or base can be added to adjust the pH back to the optimal 

value, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. Here, the well-mixed behavior of a CSTR is extremely beneficial to 

quickly counteract pH changes. Another possibility is to operate multiple shorter CPFRs in series 

since the performance will be the same as a single long CPFR. This allows additional pH adjustments 

to be made in between CPFRs, as shown in Figure 2.8. This configuration could also allow 

intermediate substrate feeding to avoid substrate inhibition. 

+ -

Base

pH

 

Figure 2.7. Comparison of pH profiles in a CPFR when pH is controlled via the feed stream and 

when coupled to a CSTR with base addition through a recycle loop. 
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Figure 2.8. Operating multiple CPFRs in series allows intermediate pH adjustment without increasing 

the total reactor volume required to reach the desired conversion. 

Another instance where CPFRs are generally ill-suited for use is with multiphase systems, commonly 

encountered in the field of industrial biocatalysis, as channeling often occurs due to the lack of 

mixing71. In fact, multiphase biocatalytic systems are often limited by mass transfer between phases, 

such as the supply of molecular oxygen to biocatalytic oxidation reactions or when using a water-

immiscible organic solvent as a means of in situ substrate supply (ISSS) or in situ product removal 

(ISPR) to combat inhibition72. In such systems, it is imperative to maintain large interfacial areas 

between the immiscible phases to facilitate mass transfer. For small-scale applications, microfluidic 

reactors are being used increasingly because their high surface-to-volume ratios afford excellent mass 

transfer rates between immiscible phases73. However, for large scale applications, surface-to-volume 

ratios tend to be much lower and so mechanical mixing is required to speed up mass transfer. As such, 

CSTRs would appear to be much better suited than CPFRs for handling multiphase systems. 

Nonetheless, as previously discussed, they also have many disadvantages. One way of overcoming 

these limitations would be to operate a series of CSTRs, which approximates plug-flow behavior, as 

shown in Figure 2.9. This approach may also be generally attractive to the fine chemical industry as 

very few modifications would have to be made to existing batch infrastructure to switch to continuous 

operation. 
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Figure 2.9. A series of CSTRs approximates the plug-flow behavior of a CPFR, but also allows 

intermediate addition of substrates, pH adjustment and improved mass transfer in multiphase systems. 

Gas-liquid Mass Transfer 

Gaseous molecular oxygen can be supplied to a continuous reaction in many ways e.g. through a gas 

permeable membrane in a tube-in-tube configuration74 (Figure 2.10A), by flow of alternating gas and 

liquid segments in a single tube75 (Figure 2.10B) or simply by bubbling the gas into a stirred tank.  
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Figure 2.10. A) Tube-in-tube and B) segmented flow microreactors for gas-liquid reactions. 

Regardless of how the gas is supplied, the important factor to consider is the interfacial area between 

the gas and liquid phases over which gas-liquid mass transfer occurs. This is represented by the specific 
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surface area of the reactor, in this case the area of gas-liquid interface per liquid volume. The larger 

the specific surface area, the faster oxygen can be supplied to the oxidation reaction occurring in the 

bulk of the liquid phase, enabling higher reaction rates. Unfortunately, while tubular reactor 

configurations are generally attractive for continuous operation, their specific surface areas are 

determined by the tube dimensions. Specifically, in a tube-in-tube configuration, the area of the gas-

liquid interface is equivalent to the inner surface area of the tube in contact with the reaction media 

while, in a segmented flow configuration, the tube diameter dictates the size of the gas bubbles in 

contact with the reaction media. Therefore, on the one hand, at small tube diameters the surface-to-

volume ratios are high, resulting in large specific surface areas that enable rapid gas-liquid mass 

transfer. However, small diameter tubes are subject to large pressure drops and, furthermore, can 

easily become clogged, which limits their use in industrial applications. On the other hand, increasing 

the diameter of a tubular reactor dramatically decreases its specific surface area, as shown in 

Figure 2.11.  

 

Figure 2.11. Gas-liquid interfacial areas of tube-in-tube reactor (solid line) and segmented flow reactor 

(SFR) (dashed line) at different diameters (length = 1 m), as well as a continuous stirred tank reactor 

(CSTR) of equivalent volume (dotted line). For the SFR, equidistant spherical bubbles with diameters 

equal to that of the tube were assumed. For the CSTR, specific surface area was estimated using 

correlations for volumetric mass transfer coefficient (kLa)76 and liquid-side mass transfer coefficient 

(kL)
77. Detailed calculations can be found in Chapters 6 and 11 of the Handbook of Industrial Mixing78.  
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In contrast, interfacial areas in stirred tanks (bubbled with air or any gas containing oxygen) of 

equivalent volume typically increase with scale79. This is very attractive for streamlining industrial 

implementation of continuous biocatalytic oxidations, since the design, scale-up, operation and 

control of stirred tank reactors is well researched.80 Furthermore, batch stirred tank reactors are already 

widely applied in many industrial production processes81 and can easily be retrofitted to operate 

continuously, especially since aerated batch reactors already operate continuously with respect to the 

gas phase. 

2.7 Reactor Selection Methodology 

While not widely discussed in the scientific literature, the analyses of reactor configurations in the 

previous sections are established. This analysis was arranged into a reactor selection methodology so 

that decisions about continuous biocatalytic reactors can be made on a rational basis. However, before 

the reactor selection process can begin, a number of prerequisites should be satisfied, namely that the 

kinetic parameters for the enzyme of interest have been characterized, the operating conditions 

(temperature, pH, co-solvents etc.) have been set and the enzyme has been shown to be stable at these 

conditions for a sufficient duration, which is case-dependent. Additionally, it is recommended that the 

main limitations of the enzyme82 are identified and its performance is compared with relevant 

economic targets23a, as discussed in Chapter 1.  

Figure 2.12 shows a proposed workflow for selecting a continuous reactor configuration. Initially, it 

is important to assess whether the enzyme or downstream purification is likely to be the dominant 

operating cost of the process, since the objectives in each case are different. For example, if an 

expensive enzyme is required then it is crucial to select a reactor configuration that will make the most 

effective use of the enzyme kinetics. However, if the enzyme is inexpensive, relative to product 

isolation and purification, the kinetics become less important since higher enzyme concentrations can 

always be used to increase reaction rates. In such a case, it would instead be desirable to simplify 

downstream processing by ensuring that effluent concentrations do not vary significantly, so as to 

maintain the necessary driving force for separation. This can be achieved by having a well-defined 

residence time. Additionally, if possible, the substrate should be fully converted to avoid difficult 

separations. 
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Figure 2.12. Methodology for selection of continuous biocatalytic reactor configurations. 
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If the enzyme is determined to be the dominant operating cost, the next step is to calculate the required 

substrate concentration from the desired product concentration and reaction yield. For instance, in 

the case of high value products, a product concentration of at least 60 g.L-1 is generally required to be 

economically feasible23a. Once the substrate concentration is determined it should be compared to the 

affinity constant of the enzyme to assess whether it is high enough for the enzyme to operate close to 

its maximum rate. Since enzymatic reactions typically take place in aqueous environments, the water 

solubility of the substrate may be a limiting factor, especially for large, complex, organic molecules. 

Therefore, organic solvents may be required to increase substrate solubility. Protein engineering has 

recently been applied to allow enzymes to operate in the presence of organic solvents83 without 

becoming inactivated. However, the ideal scenario would be to have enzymes operating in neat 

substrate, completely solvent-free84. If the substrate concentration is not above the affinity constant, 

it means that the enzyme is guaranteed to operate at less than half of its maximum rate, which is far 

too ineffective for many industrial processes given the cost of enzymes. Consequently, it would be 

better to continue engineering the enzyme to reduce its KM until it is below the required substrate 

concentration. 

If the substrate concentration is sufficient for good rates, the next step is to determine whether the 

enzyme is inhibited by the substrate or product. If the enzyme is inhibited at substrate concentrations 

close to the desired feed concentration, a CPFR can be used if it is fed with a lower substrate 

concentration at multiple points along the reactor. However, the lack of mixing could make it difficult 

to radially disperse the substrate in reactors with larger diameters, especially if the substrate is fed from 

one side of the reactor. Therefore, a better alternative may be to operate a series of shorter CPFRs, 

using the same total reaction volume, but with a substrate feed between each reactor.  

If the product inhibits the enzyme at the desired product concentration, a CPFR can be used to ensure 

that product inhibition is only severe towards the end of the reactor. Alternatively, plug-flow behavior 

can be approximated with a series of CSTRs, each having a higher product concentration than the 

previous. In this way, only the last reactors should be severely inhibited. Nevertheless, the last reactor 

in the series should be equipped with a means of selectively removing the product to prevent complete 

inhibition in the reactor and avoid substrate in the effluent. 

If downstream processing is found to have a higher overall cost contribution than the enzyme, plug-

flow behavior is critical for approaching full conversion; so too having good control over the residence 
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time, and consequently the concentration profiles at the outlet. Therefore, a CPFR would be the most 

appropriate reactor configuration. 

Finally, the need for pH control and/or multiple phases should be considered. In both of these cases, 

good mixing is required to neutralize pH changes or generate high interfacial areas between phases. 

For multiphase reactions, a series of CSTRs should be used to approximate plug-flow behavior while 

still allowing sufficient dispersion of the phases. This configuration would also be beneficial for pH 

control because it provides multiple acid/base feed points. Alternatively, a CPFR can be coupled with 

a recycle loop through a CSTR where pH can be controlled, although the presence of a recycle 

complicates the process. 

2.8 Immobilization 

Due to the high cost of enzymes, it is desirable to recycle them for continuous operation, provided 

they are stable enough for repeated use. Isolation of the enzyme downstream of the reactor, using 

selectively permeable membranes, is one possibility, but introduces an additional unit operation and 

further complexity to the process. A better alternative is to retain the enzyme within the reactor. This 

can be done by placing membranes at the reactor outlet, however, fouling of the membrane and 

concentration polarization are likely to become problematic85. For this reason, the most common 

method of retaining enzymes within a reactor is by binding them to larger carrier particles that are 

easier to separate from the reactor effluent than the soluble enzyme. For instance, the use of 

paramagnetic nanoparticles as supports has recently received much attention due to their high specific 

surface areas and simple retention within the reactor by a magnetic field86. But, numerous other 

methods and support materials have also been described for the immobilization of a wide variety of 

enzymes4c. Depending on the support material used, immobilization can improve the stability of an 

enzyme towards harsher operating conditions, such as elevated temperatures or the presence of 

organic co-solvents87, since bonds are formed between the enzyme and the support. However, in some 

cases, these bonds, particularly strong covalent bonds, may prevent the enzyme from adopting a more 

stable conformation or one that is required to catalyze the desired reaction and so, immobilization of 

an enzyme can also negatively affect its stability or activity88. Physical adsorption is an alternative for 

immobilizing enzymes without forming such strong bonds89 but this makes it easier for the enzyme 

to leach off the support during reactor operation. Affinity immobilization, whereby enzymes are 

engineered to contain specific tags90 that bind very selectively to ligands on specialized support 

materials, minimizes leaching and maintains the flexibility of the enzyme so that activity loss is reduced. 
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This method of immobilization also ensures that only the desired enzyme binds to the support instead 

of other proteins or impurities that may be present in crude cell extracts.  

In stirred tank reactors, whether they are operated in batch or continuously, the use of immobilized 

biocatalysts is often limited because the catalyst loading in the reactor is restricted to about 10% (v,v), 

compared to 60% (v,v) in a CPBR51. This is because the shear forces from stirring91 may break apart 

the carrier material, making the biocatalyst difficult to separate from the reaction media and potentially 

contaminating the effluent. Loss of biocatalyst in the effluent would also reduce the productivity of a 

CSTR. Cross-linked enzyme aggregates (CLEAs)92 are a more suitable form of immobilization for use 

in stirred tank reactors93 due to their smaller size compared to typical carrier-bound biocatalysts. 

Although immobilization has proven to be advantageous in some cases, it is important to recognize 

that the support and immobilization process add additional cost to the biocatalyst and this should 

always be taken into consideration when assessing the feasibility of a process. Furthermore, although 

most immobilization supports allow for high protein loadings due to their large specific surface areas, 

internal diffusion limitations frequently make such high loadings ineffective94. As a result, 

immobilization often limits the amount of enzyme that can be loaded into a reactor, compared to 

soluble enzymes. Fortunately, as protein expression and engineering continue to improve, the costs 

of enzymes may decrease until eventually it becomes feasible to utilize soluble enzymes in continuous 

processes95. This would be especially attractive for fine chemical industries, where the high value of 

the products can help offset the cost of the biocatalyst, to simplify production. Additionally, the 

enzyme would only need to be stable at the desired operating conditions for the length of the residence 

time in the reactor. 

Due to the high variability and case-dependence of immobilization techniques and materials, as well 

as the absence of any rational selection methodology, the identification of an optimal immobilization 

strategy is extremely time- and resource-intensive. As such, immobilization was not implemented in 

this work. Instead, soluble enzymes were continuously supplied to reactors during experiments. While 

this may not yet be economical at industrial scale, it simplifies the laboratory-scale study of enzyme 

kinetics under continuous operation. 

2.9 Conclusions 

CPFRs are attractive for continuous biocatalysis because they exhibit well-defined residence time 

distributions and enable complete conversion, which greatly simplifies downstream processing. 
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Moreover, they make effective use of enzymes by avoiding excessive substrate dilution throughout 

the reactor, especially in cases where product inhibition is a concern. However, plug-flow operation 

inherently results in a low degree of mixing, which is essential for reactions that require pH control or 

multiphase reactions that are limited by interphase mass transfer. In these instances, effective plug-

flow operation is limited to the microscale, where high surface-to-volume ratios and short diffusion 

distances counteract the lack of mixing. While it may be possible to scale out these reactors for 

industrial application, the sheer number of reactors required to operate in parallel to achieve industrial 

productivities would likely create many practical limitations with respect to process monitoring and 

fluid distribution. Upon scale-up, the performance of these reactors begins to drop drastically. 

Therefore, a more scalable alternative would be to operate multiphase reactions in CSTRs, where 

mechanical mixing is used to facilitate mass transfer and pH control. Thus, the CSTR appears to be 

the most suitable reactor configuration for biocatalytic oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid using 

molecular oxygen. As such, reactor configurations comprised of single or multiple CSTRs will be the 

focus of the following chapters.   
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Chapter 3 

Experimental methods 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, it was found that CSTRs may be the most suitable reactor type for carrying out 

continuous biocatalytic oxidations, despite their limitations, since the use of mechanical mixing 

enables high gas-liquid oxygen transfer rates. Additionally, unlike microscale reactors, whose large 

surface-to-volume ratios do the same, CSTRs are more readily scalable. This allows their immediate 

implementation into industry, especially since many manufacturers already employ batch stirred-tank 

reactors that could easily be retrofitted to operate continuously. As such, experiments were carried out 

in CSTR configurations, the results of which are discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The experimental 

methods employed in these chapters are described in the following sections. 

3.2 Continuous oxidation reactions 

The glucose oxidase (GOx) used in experiments (Novozym® 28166) was kindly donated by 

Novozymes A/S, Denmark. All other chemicals and catalase were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, 

Denmark. Reactions were carried out in 150 mL (liquid volume) my-Control stirred tank reactors 

(Applikon Biotechnology B.V., Netherlands), illustrated in Figure 3.1. An Ismatec Reglo Independent 

Channel Control peristaltic pump (Cole-Parmer, USA) was used to supply the reactor with an enzyme 

feed (0.2-2 g.L-1 GOx, 0.2-2 g.L-1 bovine liver catalase, 100 mM pH 7 potassium phosphate buffer) 

and a substrate feed (2 M glucose, 100 mM pH 7 potassium phosphate buffer), each at a rate of 

1.5 mL.min-1, as well as pump the mixed reactor contents out of the vessel at a rate of 3 mL.min-1. 

Therefore, overall feed concentrations into the reactor were 1 M glucose and 0.1-1 g.L-1 GOx and 

catalase with a dilution rate of 1.2 h-1. These same concentrations were used to initiate each reaction.  

As discussed in Chapter 1, catalase is often coupled to oxidases as a means of removing hydrogen 

peroxide, a by-product of the oxidation reaction, to avoid inhibition and/or deactivation. The activity 

of an enzyme is measured in Units (U), defined as the amount of enzyme required to convert 1 µmol 

of substrate per minute. According to the manufacturer specifications, the activity of the GOx and 

catalase are 6.5 U.mgpure enzyme
-1 and 2000 U.mgprotein

-1, respectively, at 25°C and pH 7.96  
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Figure 3.1. CSTR setup for continuous biocatalytic oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid. Two flights 

of Rushton impellers were used for mixing. Due to the small liquid volume (150 mL) and number of 

internals, no additional baffles were included. 

However, the overall activity of the lyophilized catalase formulation may be lower, since its protein 

content is only specified to be ≥ 60%. Even so, this suggests that the catalase concentration required 

to consume all of the hydrogen peroxide produced by GOx should be fairly low in comparison to the 

concentration of GOx in the reactor, which would help to reduce costs. But, as the affinity of GOx 

towards hydrogen peroxide has been found to be similar to its affinity towards dissolved oxygen (DO), 

it may already become severely inhibited at hydrogen peroxide concentrations as low as 0.51 mM. In 

contrast, the affinity constant of bovine liver catalase towards hydrogen peroxide has been found to 

be 35 mM, indicating that its reaction rate would be significantly reduced at hydrogen peroxide 
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concentrations low enough to avoid inhibition of GOx.97 This means that, opting for a catalase 

concentration such that UGOx = UCAT, according to the 1:1 stoichiometry of the reaction, would likely 

require significant hydrogen peroxide accumulation to occur before the catalase reaction rate could 

balance that of GOx. Instead, to ensure that hydrogen peroxide concentrations during experiments 

could be minimized as far as possible, a large excess of catalase was employed (UCAT > 100UGOx), by 

supplying each reaction with equal concentrations of catalase and GOx.  

The reactor was sparged at 1 vvm (volume gas per volume reaction liquid per minute) with gas 

(composed of varying ratios of nitrogen and oxygen). To ensure well-mixed conditions, the reactor 

contents were mechanically stirred at 1000 rpm. Off-gas leaving the reactor was passed through a 

condenser to avoid any potential volume-loss due to stripping. The temperature and pH of the reactor 

contents were controlled at 25°C and pH 7, to match the conditions at which kinetic parameters for 

GOx were available. The reactor was operated as a pH-stat, whereby a proportional-integral (PI) 

controller regulated the addition of 5 M NaOH to the media to maintain the desired pH, based on 

measurements from a pH probe in the reactor. Reaction media often contain surface active agents 

which adsorb to hydrophobic gas-liquid interfaces. In a gas-sparged system, these surfactants stabilize 

the bubbles, preventing them from coalescing. As such, when the bubbles reach the headspace of the 

reactor, they form a stable foam instead of bursting. During the experiments, foam formation in the 

reactor was reduced by manual dropwise addition of Antifoam 204; a mixture of organic non-silicone 

polypropylene-based polyether dispersions that adsorb to and spread across gas-liquid interfaces to 

destabilize them. This was done to avoid overflow of the reactor as well as prevent the foam from 

stripping the reaction volume of enzymes or reagents. 

O2 saturation (%) in the reactor was monitored and logged using robust optical oxygen probes 

(Pyroscience AT GmbH, Germany). Probes were calibrated by saturating the reaction media, prior to 

initiation of the reaction by addition of the enzymes, with nitrogen to achieve 0% O2 saturation and 

separately, pure oxygen to achieve 100% O2 saturation. Percentage O2 saturation was converted to 

DO concentration (mM) using the Henry’s Law constant of oxygen dissolved in pure water (1.3x10-5 

mmol.L-1.Pa-1).40 During operation, samples (950 µL) were periodically taken from the reactor, using 

50 µL of 5 M H2SO4 to quench the reactions. These samples were then analyzed by HPLC in an 

Aminex HPX-87H column (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., USA), at 20°C with a mobile phase flow rate 

of 0.6 mL.min-1 of 5 mM H2SO4. Refractive Index (RI) and 205 nm Ultraviolet (UV) spectra were 

used to determine the glucose and gluconic acid concentrations, respectively. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show 
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the HPLC calibration curves for glucose and gluconic acid, respectively. Both compounds exhibit 

similar refractive index (RI) behavior, but only gluconic acid shows significant UV absorbance at 

205 nm. Therefore, to determine the concentration of glucose, the concentration of gluconic acid is 

first calculated using the corresponding UV calibration curve. This concentration is then converted 

into an equivalent area using the RI calibration curve of gluconic acid, which is then subtracted from 

the total area measured on the RI channel. The remaining area is attributed to glucose and converted 

to units of concentration using the RI calibration curve of glucose. 

  

Figure 3.2. Calibration curves for glucose in refractive index (RI) and 205 nm UV channels 
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Figure 3.3. Calibration curves for gluconic acid in refractive index (RI) and 205 nm UV channels 

Each reaction was monitored for 6 hours (>7 mean residence times), to ensure that steady-state 

operation could be achieved across all operating conditions. Figure 3.4 illustrates how two identical 

CSTRs were connected in series, as discussed in Chapter 5. In this configuration, only the first reactor 

contained glucose prior to initiation of the reaction by addition of enzymes to both reactors. 
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Figure 3.4. Experimental setup comprised of two CSTRs connected in series via a peristaltic pump. 
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3.3 GOx stability 

For a continuous biocatalytic process, it is important to ensure that the enzymes are sufficiently stable 

to endure prolonged exposure to the selected operating conditions. This is especially important for 

systems where a fixed amount of enzyme is retained within the reactor. However, in this work, reactors 

were continuously supplied with a fresh feed of both enzymes during experiments and so it is only 

necessary to ensure that they remain stable in the feed solution for the duration of the experiment and 

in the reactor for the residence time. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the residence time in a CSTR 

is distributed according to an exponential decay function. This means that a molecule of enzyme 

entering the reactor may immediately leave as part of the effluent, since the system is well-mixed, but 

it could also theoretically remain within the reactor for the entire duration of the experiment. Thus, 

while the enzyme might be stable for the mean residence time, the overall activity may still drop over 

the course of the experiment. 

The stability of an enzyme can be assessed by periodically measuring its activity over time, using an 

activity assay. Since catalase was supplied to the reactors in such large excess, a drop in the overall 

catalase activity, unless severe, would likely not impact the results significantly. Therefore, only the 

stability of GOx was measured. GOx activity can be quantified by coupling the reaction to that of 

horseradish peroxidase, which uses the hydrogen peroxide by-product of GOx to convert 4-

aminoantipyrine and sodium 3,5-dichloro-2-hydroxybenzenesulfonic acid into a pink dye.98 This 

secondary reaction can be monitored spectrophotometrically at a wavelength of 515 nm. The activity 

of the enzyme is then calculated from only the initial rate of reaction, before the effect of substrate 

depletion becomes significant.  

To assess whether the GOx could remain stable over the course of a 6-hour experiment, the reactor 

was operated as described in the previous section, but in the absence of glucose. The reactor initially 

contained 0.1 g.L-1 GOx and was fed with the same concentration at a rate of 3 mL.min-1. Triplicate 

measurements of the GOx activity were performed on an hourly basis for 6 hours. Activity 

measurements were also performed on the quiescent enzyme feedstock for comparison. These results 

are presented in Chapter 4. 

3.4 kLa determination 

The well-described dynamic gassing-in method99 was used to estimate gas-liquid mass transfer 

coefficient, kLa, in the reactors. All kLa values were determined at 25°C, 1000 rpm and 1 vvm feed gas. 
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The feed gas was switched from nitrogen to pure oxygen to produce a dynamic response in DO 

concentration that was measured by the oxygen probes. Pure oxygen was used instead of air to reduce 

the effect of gas-liquid oxygen transfer on the oxygen partial pressure within the bubbles.100 The 

oxygen transfer rate (OTR) in the reactor can be calculated according to Equation 3.1, where CO
* is 

the partial pressure-dependent solubility of oxygen in water (i.e. at equilibrium: 0.26 mM for air or 

1.22 mM for pure oxygen at 1 atm, 25°C). Solution of Equation 3.1 yields Equation 3.2. When plotted 

using the data of the dynamic response, the kLa is equal to the gradient of the linear region. 

 

OTR =
dCO
dt

= kLa(CO
∗ − CO) (3.1) 

  

ln (
CO
∗ − CO,t=0
CO
∗ − CO

) = kLa ∙ t (3.2) 
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Chapter 4 

Glucose oxidation in a CSTR 

This chapter forms the basis of a recently published journal article: Lindeque, R. M.; Woodley, J. M., 

The Effect of Dissolved Oxygen on Kinetics during Continuous Biocatalytic Oxidations. Org. Process 

Res. Dev. 2020, 24(10), 2055-2063. 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, it was suggested that, while plug-flow operation is attractive for continuous processing, 

better mixing may be required to carry out multiphase reactions. As such, CSTRs were recommended 

for biocatalytic oxidations, which utilize gaseous molecular oxygen as a substrate. However, the 

disadvantages of these reactors were also outlined and so a number of attempts have been made to 

bypass gas-liquid mass transfer entirely to avoid their use. 

There are three alternatives for supplying molecular oxygen to a continuous biocatalytic oxidation. 

The first is to feed the reaction with a liquid stream containing dissolved oxygen (DO). The solubility 

of oxygen increases proportionally with pressure. Therefore, a higher DO concentration can be fed 

to a process by operating at elevated pressures. Using this principle, a six-fold improvement in the 

reaction rate of glucose oxidase was achieved by operating a tubular microreactor at 34 bar, which 

raised the oxygen solubility to 43 mM.101 While this does allow higher reaction rates at the start of a 

tubular reactor, the maximum product titer that can be achieved at the reactor outlet is still limited 

due to the stoichiometry of oxidase-catalyzed reactions (1 mol substrate and 1 mol O2 gives 1 mol 

product). Moreover, this technique greatly increases the capital and operating costs of an industrial 

scale process, as well as introduces a significant safety risk.  

The second possibility is to generate the DO required for the oxidation reaction in situ. As discussed 

previously, one way of doing this is through the use of catalase102, which can convert hydrogen 

peroxide into oxygen and water. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, the stoichiometry of this reaction 

is rather unfavorable (1 mol H2O2 gives 0.5 mol O2). Thus, for catalase to be the sole source of 

dissolved oxygen, hydrogen peroxide must actually be supplied in excess to the reaction. This 

approach was recently used to increase the productivity of galactose oxidase 5-fold in a tubular 
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microreactor.103 Nevertheless, hydrogen peroxide can, in some cases, modify the peptide core of an 

enzyme as well as oxidize some cofactors and prosthetic groups, which may negatively impact enzyme 

activity or stability.42, 104 For instance, variants of glucose oxidase43, 105, laccase106, bilirubin oxidase107, 

D-amino acid oxidase108 and glycolate oxidase109, as well as catalase itself110, to name a few111, have all 

been found to be inhibited and/or inactivated by millimolar concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. 

Another consideration is that the high reactivity and exothermic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide 

can raise the explosion risk of a chemical process112, especially when used in combination with certain 

solvents, acids or bases113. This incurs additional costs to ensure safe handling at a larger scale. While 

this may not be a problem for most biocatalytic processes, which operate under very mild conditions 

(aqueous, low temperature, low pressure)114, the growing use of protein engineering or immobilization 

to improve enzyme tolerance towards elevated temperatures115 and/or volatile organic solvents64, 83, 116 

could make reactions using more exotic conditions less stable in the presence of hydrogen peroxide. 

It is precisely for these reasons that oxidases are regularly coupled with catalase primarily to avoid any 

potential deleterious effects of hydrogen peroxide on the enzyme. The production of dissolved oxygen 

by catalase just happens to be a secondary benefit when used in tandem with an oxidase.  

The third possibility is to simply supply the liquid reaction phase with a gas containing oxygen (air 

being the most desirable goal), which can then transfer into the liquid phase, facilitated by mechanical 

mixing. Here, the solubility of oxygen can still be increased by raising its partial pressure in the feed 

gas or the overall pressure of the system. Due to its simplicity, this approach is particularly attractive 

for rapid implementation of biocatalytic oxidations in industry, especially since gas-liquid mass transfer 

typically improves with scale due to longer gas hold-ups.79 Therefore, the focus of this chapter is to 

broaden the understanding of oxygen dependence during the continuous biocatalytic oxidation of 

glucose in a well-mixed stirred tank reactor, where oxygen is supplied to the reaction not only via gas-

liquid mass transfer, but also as a by-product of hydrogen peroxide scavenging. This already helps to 

overcome potential mass transfer limitations by reducing the overall stoichiometry of the system 

(0.5 mol O2 → 1 mol product), doubling the amount of product that can theoretically be achieved at 

a given gas-liquid oxygen transfer rate. In particular, the influence of oxygen dependence on the 

effectiveness with which the enzyme can be used will be examined. 
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4.2 Results and Discussion 

The stability of GOx was measured as described in Chapter 3. Figure 4.1 shows that no significant 

loss of GOx activity was observed over 6 hours of continuous operation with air as the feed gas. 

Having shown the enzyme to be sufficiently stable, an initial baseline oxidation reaction was carried 

out, as outlined in Chapter 3, with air as the feed gas and 0.1 g.L-1 GOx and catalase. The resulting 

concentration profiles of glucose, gluconic acid and DO, over the course of the experiment, are shown 

in Figure 4.2. High initial and feed concentrations of glucose (~1 M), relative to the KMG of GOx, 

were used to ensure that oxygen availability would be the dominant rate-limiting factor during the 

experiment, resulting in a glucose conversion of only 12%. 

 

Figure 4.1. Activity of GOx in quiescent solution (■) and CSTR operated at 25°C, 1000 rpm and 

1 vvm air (▲). 

The solubility of oxygen in water is generally very low. For instance, when supplied as air (21% O2) its 

solubility is only 0.26 mM at ambient conditions (25°C, 1 atm).37a This greatly limits the driving force 

for gas-liquid mass transfer of oxygen, regardless of the specific gas-liquid surface area. Additionally, 

the affinity constants of many oxidases towards oxygen (KMO) are generally high relative to oxygen 

aqueous solubility at atmospheric pressure, based on data available in the BRENDA database.41, 117  
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Figure 4.2. Glucose, gluconic acid and dissolved oxygen concentration profiles of baseline 

experiment with 0.1 g.L-1 glucose oxidase and catalase, using air (21% O2) as feed gas. 
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For instance, the steady-state DO concentration measured in the baseline experiment (0.18 mM) is 

almost 3-fold lower than the measured KMO of GOx (0.51 mM39). Therefore, the GOx can only 

operate at 26% of its maximum rate (Vmax = kcat.CGOx), which is an ineffective use of the catalyst. As 

the system is likely oxygen-limited, the rate could be improved by increasing the aqueous solubility of 

oxygen, allowing higher dissolved concentrations at steady state. This can be accomplished by 

increasing the oxygen partial pressure, either through pressurizing the entire system or by supplying 

oxygen-enriched air (>21% O2). However, according to the rate law of GOx (Equation 4.1), the overall 

rate of reaction, which is stoichiometrically equivalent to the oxygen consumption rate (OCR), is also 

directly proportional to the enzyme concentration. Therefore, it might appear that the most 

straightforward means of improving productivity would be to simply increase the concentration of 

GOx in the reactor. But, as illustrated in Figure 4.3, this may not yield the expected return at low DO 

concentrations. In order to test this, additional experiments were carried out with higher 

concentrations of GOx and catalase (1 g.L-1) as well as with feed gas mixtures containing more oxygen 

(60, 80 and 100%). The average gluconic acid concentration over the final hour of each experiment 

was multiplied with the dilution rate (1.2 h-1) to obtain the OCRs shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

vGOx = OCR =
kcat,GOxCGOxCGCO

KMGCO + KMOCG + CGCO
 

(4.1) 

 

When supplied with oxygen-rich feed gases, the OCRs during experiments with 1 g.L-1 GOx were 

significantly higher than any experiment at the reduced enzyme concentration. However, this was not 

the case when air was used as the feed gas. Compared to the baseline experiment, increasing the GOx 

concentration by 10-fold only gave a 1.4-fold increase in OCR. In contrast, a 3-fold increase in the 

oxygen content of the feed gas nearly doubled the OCR, despite the presence of less GOx. This 

confirms that the system is more sensitive to changes in DO concentration, making it the dominant 

rate-limiting factor. Increasing the enzyme concentration alone resulted in a significant drop in the 

steady-state DO concentration within the reactor, to approximately 0.02 mM (23-fold lower than the 

KMO). Meanwhile, switching the feed gas from air to 60% oxygen allowed the DO concentration in 

the reactor to stabilize at 0.61 mM (1.2-fold higher than the KMO). Therefore, while it is theoretically 

possible to improve reaction rates by simply adding more catalyst, it generally reduces how effectively 
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the catalyst is used. This trade-off can be seen through a comparison of the specific steady-state OCRs 

(mmol.gGOx
-1.h-1) of each experiment, as shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.3. Dependence of glucose oxidase reaction rate on concentrations of dissolved oxygen and 

GOx, based on ping-pong bi-bi rate law and at atmospheric pressure. Each contour represents a 

constant OCR (mmol.L-1.h-1). 

In general, the use of less GOx resulted in more DO at steady state, thus making more effective use 

of the GOx since it was able to operate closer to its maximum rate. This reduces the amount of 

enzyme required to achieve a desired productivity, which is highly desirable at industrial scale. 

Therefore, increasing the DO concentration is both a more efficient and economical means of 

improving reaction performance, as it makes better use of a costly catalyst. Even so, the enzyme is 

still being used somewhat ineffectively since the degree to which it is saturated with oxygen is less than 

that of its saturation with glucose (CO/KMO << CG/KMG). Additionally, the use of oxygen-enriched 

air in an industrial process presents a safety risk that would necessitate additional costs for safe 

handling procedures. 
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Figure 4.4. Steady-state OCRs of experiments with various feed gas oxygen contents and GOx 

concentrations of 0.1 g.L-1 (■) and 1 g.L-1 (▲). Baseline experiment marked in red. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Specific steady-state OCRs of experiments with various feed gas oxygen contents and 

GOx concentrations of 0.1 g.L-1 (■) and 1 g.L-1 (▲). Baseline experiment marked in red. 
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At feed gas oxygen contents above 60%, the OCR begins to drop at the lower enzyme concentration. 

Likewise, a drop occurs at the higher enzyme concentration above a feed gas oxygen content of 80%. 

Similar trends have previously been observed in experiments with cyclohexanone monooxygenase.118 

Since the effect was detected sooner at lower enzyme concentrations, it points towards enzyme 

deactivation. As there was a large difference in the steady-state DO concentrations of the experiments 

using pure oxygen as feed gas (1.11 mM at 0.1 g.L-1 GOx and 0.10 mM at 1 g.L-1 GOx), the deactivation 

does not appear to result from oxygen in the liquid phase. While a number of enzymes have been 

found to be deactivated simply by direct exposure to any hydrophobic gas-liquid interfaces119, 

Figure 4.1 shows that the GOx remained stable despite prolonged exposure to air-liquid interfaces. 

Therefore, it would seem that GOx may be deactivated by direct contact with oxygen at the gas-liquid 

interface, but that this effect only becomes significant at high oxygen contents. This is not 

unprecedented, as the presence of oxygen in the gas phase has previously been found to oxidize amino 

acids on the surfaces of hydrogenases120 and D-amino acid oxidase108c. Unfortunately, the possibility 

of deactivation at high oxygen contents limits the degree to which increased oxygen partial pressure 

can be effectively used to improve performance. Furthermore, it is unknown whether pressurizing the 

system to achieve a higher oxygen partial pressure would exacerbate the deactivation.  The addition 

of surfactants to the reaction mixture may reduce this effect by preferentially binding with the gas-

liquid interface to avoid direct contact with the enzyme.119 Likewise, various methods of 

immobilization have been described to avoid enzyme deactivation at gas-liquid interfaces.121 In cases 

where enzymes are extremely susceptible to this deactivation, oxygen may have to be supplied to the 

liquid phase through a partially permeable membrane. This is the principle of the tube-in-tube reactor, 

described in Chapter 2. 

The mass transfer coefficient (kLa) of the reactor was determined to be 80 h-1 in distilled water at 

ambient conditions, according to the standard gassing-in method100a described in Chapter 3. Using the 

average DO concentration over the final hour of each experiment, the corresponding steady-state 

OTRs in the reactor were calculated, according to Equation 4.2, and are shown in Table 4.1. In the 

absence of catalase, steady state would be achieved when the rate at which oxygen is consumed is 

equal to the rate at which it is transferred from the gas to the liquid phase (OCR = OTR).122 However, 

since catalase produces dissolved oxygen, with a theoretical maximum rate equal to half that of the 

OCR, gas-liquid oxygen transfer only accounts for a portion of the oxygen consumed, the rest of 

which must be produced by catalase (Equation 4.3). Table 4.1 also shows the calculated oxygen 
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production rate (OPRs) of each experiment, as well as its contribution towards the measured OCR 

(i.e. OPR/OCR).  

 

OTR = kLa(CO
∗ − CO) 

 

(4.2) 

OPR = OCR − OTR (4.3) 

 

Table 4.1. Dissolved oxygen concentrations and consumption rates measured at steady state allow 

calculation of corresponding oxygen transfer and production rates. 

GOx 

(g.L-1) 

Feed gas 

(% O2) 

DO 

(mM) 

OTR 

(mmol.L-1.h-1) 

OCR 

(mmol.L-1.h-1) 

OPR 

(mmol.L-1.h-1) 
OPR/OCR 

 

0.1 

21 0.18 6 46 40 0.87  

60 0.61 10 88 78 0.89  

80 0.89 6 87 81 0.93  

100 1.11 8 75 67 0.89  

1 

21 0.02 19 66 47 0.71  

60 0.10 50 232 182 0.78  

80 0.17 64 344 280 0.81  

100 0.10 89 245 156 0.64  

 

The estimated OPR/OCR ratios of all the experiments exceed their maximum theoretical value, based 

on the overall stoichiometry of the coupled enzyme reactions (0.5 mol O2 produced per mol O2 

consumed). Since this is not possible, it likely means that the OTRs were in fact underestimated and 

that the actual kLa during these experiments must have been higher than that measured in distilled 

water. For instance, if it is assumed that catalase operates such that the OPR is always at its theoretical 

maximum, average kLa values as high as 394 and 163 h-1 for GOx concentrations of 0.1 and 1 g.L-1, 

respectively, would be required to achieve sufficient OTRs to account for the measured OCRs. This 

also suggests that enzyme concentration may have a significant impact on kLa, in which case other 

components in the reaction media (glucose, gluconic acid, buffer) may also have an effect. The 

amphipathic nature of enzymes causes them to preferentially adsorb to the hydrophobic gas-liquid 
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interface of a bubble.123 This often leads to foaming in systems that are agitated and aerated, an effect 

which is exacerbated at higher enzyme concentrations.  

When sparged in a bubble column, catalase solutions were found to produce a stable foam. However, 

GOx solutions did not, likely due to antifoaming additives in the industrial formulation. As described 

in Chapter 3, an antifoaming agent was manually added to the reactor when overflow, due to foaming, 

was observed to be imminent. Although the amount added to the reactor was kept to an absolute 

minimum, antifoaming agents are still known to significantly reduce kLa
124. This can be seen in 

Figure 4.6, which compares the DO concentration profiles for both experiments using 80% oxygen 

as feed gas. The large degree of foaming at higher catalase concentrations necessitated periodic 

dropwise addition of antifoam, which was immediately followed by a significant, albeit temporary, 

drop in the DO concentration. 

 

Figure 4.6. Dissolved oxygen concentration profiles of experiments using 80% O2 as feed gas and 

GOx concentrations of 0.1 g/L (solid line) and 1 g/L (dotted line). Dropwise addition of antifoam to 

the latter to avoid reactor overflow caused significant drops in the DO concentration. 

The gassing-in method was used to determine kLa values in mixtures containing buffer, GOx, catalase 

and antifoam to compare against that measured in distilled water, the results of which are shown 

in Table 4.2. The maximum DO concentrations measured during these experiments were also 
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recorded. Since the DO probe was only calibrated in distilled water, these concentrations indicate that 

the mixture composition had an insignificant effect on the solubility of oxygen. The kLa in 100 mM 

potassium phosphate (KPi) buffer was found to be nearly double that of distilled water. This likely 

resulted from a reduction in surface tension, as the bubbles were observably smaller in size125.  

Addition of a low concentration (0.1 g.L-1) of GOx to the buffer further increased the kLa by 12%, 

while the same concentration of catalase added to the buffer raised the kLa by 33%. This shows that 

the effect of enzymes on kLa may differ depending on their structure or formulation. When both 

enzymes were added to the buffer, each at a concentration of 0.1 g.L-1, the kLa was measured to be 

double that of buffer alone. This indicates that total enzyme concentration has a large, nonlinear effect 

on mass transfer of oxygen into the liquid, which likely stems from increased enzyme adsorption to 

the bubble interfaces, preventing them from coalescing to form larger bubbles. Therefore, at high 

enzyme concentrations, interfacial areas for gas-liquid mass transfer are expected to be higher. When 

a single drop of antifoam was added to this mixture the kLa was reduced by 39% to a value even lower 

than that of pure buffer, since the antifoam destabilizes gas-liquid interfaces and improves 

coalescence. Unfortunately, this suggests that the gassing-in method cannot be used to test the effect 

of higher enzyme concentrations (1-2 g.L-1) on kLa, due to excessive and uncontrollable foaming. 

Furthermore, since the method relies on measuring DO concentrations, the kLa can only be 

determined in the absence of any oxygen-dependent reactions. The catalytic action of GOx and 

catalase, as well as the presence of glucose and gluconic acid may also affect the kLa. This is further 

explored in Chapter 6. 

Table 4.2. kLa and maximum DO concentrations in mixtures of different composition 

Mixture components 

kLa (h-1) Max DO (mM) Water KPi buffer 

[100 mM ]  

GOx 

[0.1 g.L-1]  

Catalase 

[0.1 g.L-1]   

Antifoam 

[0.055 g.L-1] 

X     80 1.21 

 X    159 1.23 

 X X   178 1.23 

 X  X  212 1.21 

 X X X  320 1.21 

 X X X X 126 1.21 
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4.3 Conclusions 

Retrofitting existing batch stirred tank reactors to operate continuously not only in the gas phase, but 

the liquid phase as well, would potentially allow faster industrial implementation of gas-dependent 

biocatalytic reactions than switching to tubular reactor configurations. However, the poor water-

solubility of oxygen presents an obstacle to achieving adequate reaction rates, especially at atmospheric 

pressure. While some oxidases have such high affinities towards dissolved oxygen that they are 

practically oxygen-independent, like choline oxidase (KMO = 2.6 µM)126, the oxygen affinity of GOx is 

comparatively low (KMO = 0.51 µM). This limits the reaction rate that can be achieved with air as the 

feed gas and prevents the enzyme from being used effectively (v << Vmax). While the reaction rate 

could be improved by increasing the enzyme concentration, this further reduces DO concentrations, 

thus making even less effective use of the enzyme. 

Raising the oxygen partial pressure of the gas in the reactor, to increase the water-solubility of oxygen, 

is a more effective means of improving reaction performance. Nevertheless, the stability of GOx 

appears to be reduced when exposed to feed gases comprised of more than 60-80% oxygen. At 

atmospheric pressure, this limits the solubility of oxygen to just 0.73 mM, which, even if the OTR 

were high enough to keep the reaction media fully saturated with oxygen, would still not enable GOx 

to operate close to its maximum rate. Pressurization of the reactor could be used to further raise the 

oxygen partial pressure, although how this would affect the deactivation of the enzyme at the gas-

liquid interface is unknown. As such, a better solution would be to employ protein engineering to 

improve the affinity of GOx towards dissolved oxygen. In fact, directed evolution has already 

successfully been used to lower the KMO of D-amino acid oxidase by 10-fold.127  

The volumetric mass transfer coefficient in a CSTR was found to be significantly affected by media 

composition, warranting further investigation in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 

Glucose oxidation in dual CSTRs 

This chapter is intended for later publication. 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4, it was found that the rate of biocatalytic glucose oxidation in a CSTR was predominantly 

limited by the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration that could be achieved in the system. Increasing 

the partial pressure of oxygen in the feed gas was found to result in higher rates but, at atmospheric 

pressure, the gains in oxygen solubility are simply too small to overcome this limitation, due to the 

comparatively low affinity of glucose oxidase towards oxygen. Moreover, the results suggest that the 

enzyme may become more susceptible to deactivation if directly exposed to gases with high oxygen 

contents. Of course, reaction rates can also be increased through higher enzyme concentrations, but 

this creates a trade-off between reaction performance and effective use of the enzyme, which may 

drastically increase the cost contribution of the enzyme to the process. One means of combatting this 

is to increase the biocatalyst yield (gproduct.genzyme
-1). This is normally done by retaining the enzyme within 

the reactor by immobilization to a heterogenous support material, the pros and cons of which were 

outlined in Chapter 2. If a soluble catalyst is preferred, membranes can be used to retain the enzyme 

within the reactor, but these suffer from drawbacks like fouling and concentration polarization. 

Furthermore, if stability is a concern, as the previous chapter suggested could be the case, retention 

of a fixed amount of enzyme may be a net negative for prolonged operation. In such cases, the 

biocatalyst yield can instead be increased by feeding the enzyme leaving the reactor into an additional 

reactor, where it can continue to produce. In theory, if enough CSTRs were arranged in series their 

behavior would even begin to resemble a plug-flow reactor, which was found to be a highly desirable 

reactor configuration for continuous operation in Chapter 2. In this chapter, biocatalytic glucose 

oxidation in a series of identical CSTRs is modelled to assess the practicality of this configuration. 
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5.2 Single vs. Multiple CSTRs 

The coupled GOx-catalase system can be modeled as a system of ordinary differential equations 

(ODEs), Equations 5.1 to 5.6, which represent the mole balances of glucose, dissolved oxygen, 

gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide in the reactor, respectively. 

 

 dCG
dt

=
Q

V
(CG,F − CG) − vGOx 

 

(5.1) 

 dCO
dt

=
Q

V
(CO,F − CO) − vGOx +

1

2
vCat + kLa(CO

∗ − CO) 

 

(5.2) 

 dCGA
dt

=
Q

V
(CGA,F − CGA) + vGOx 

 

(5.3) 

 dCHP
dt

=
Q

V
(CHP,F − CHP) + vGOx − vCat 

 

(5.4) 

 
vGOx =

kcat,GOxCGOxCGCO

KMGCO + KMOCG (1 +
CHP
KI

) + CGCO

 

 

(5.5) 

 
vCAT =

kcat,CATCCATCHP
KMHP + CHP

 (5.6) 

 

High substrate conversions are attractive for both the production of simple commodity chemicals, 

where low profit margins demand efficient substrate use, and complex fine chemicals, where leftover 

substrates from one reaction in a multistep sequence may inhibit those downstream. High conversions 

also help to simplify downstream purification of the final product24a. But, while the well-mixed nature 

of CSTRs allows for increased mass transfer rates, it also ensures that the product stream leaving the 

reactor will always contain some substrate, since the contents of the reactor are homogenous.128 The 

conversion in the reactor and, subsequently, the concentration of substrate in the product stream are 

determined by the amount of catalyst. However, since the rate of a biocatalytic reaction is heavily 
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dependent on substrate concentration, achieving higher conversions requires large amounts of enzyme 

to counter the decrease in reaction rate due to substrate depletion. Equations 5.1 to 5.6 were solved 

in MATLAB for a variety of feed gas compositions (% O2) and operating pressures, with a feed 

glucose concentration of 1 M. Figure 5.1 shows the resulting relationships between GOx 

concentration and steady-state glucose conversion. Also shown are the results when it is assumed that 

oxygen can be made available in such high excess (CO >> KMO) that the reaction is effectively oxygen-

independent. 

 

Figure 5.1. Glucose oxidase concentration required to achieve desired conversion of a 1 M glucose 

feed stream in a single CSTR, with different operating pressures and gas feed compositions. 

Since the solubility of oxygen in water is much lower than that of glucose, relative to the corresponding 

affinity constants of GOx towards each, oxygen is more often the dominant rate-limiting substrate. 

For this reason, any increase in reaction rate due to an increase in enzyme concentration is quickly 

outweighed by the concurrent effect of reducing the DO concentration. This is exacerbated by the 

fact that the rate of gas-liquid oxygen transfer is typically slow in comparison to the reaction (kLa was 

assumed to be 100 h-1 in the model). As a result, there exists an upper limit to the glucose conversion 

that can be achieved in a single CSTR by raising enzyme concentration, proportional to the oxygen 

partial pressure in the feed gas. Furthermore, high enzyme concentrations make ineffective use of the 

catalyst (vGOx << kcat.CGOx), as illustrated in Figure 5.2, inflating operating costs.  
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Figure 5.2. Reaction rate in single CSTR versus maximum rate as GOx concentration increases. 

Higher GOx concentrations result in less effective use due to substrate depletion. 

In theory, a maximum conversion of approximately 94% could be achieved, provided the reaction can 

be completely saturated with dissolved oxygen. However, as Figure 5.1 shows, a pressure increase of 

more than 25-fold would be required to sufficiently raise the oxygen solubility to reach this upper 

limit, which significantly raises the safety risk of the process and necessitates additional capital 

investment. Regardless, even with a high GOx concentration, complete conversion could not be 

achieved, as the reaction inevitably becomes limited by low glucose concentrations. Therefore, if near-

complete conversion is desired, it would be inefficient to operate an oxygen-dependent biocatalytic 

reaction in a single CSTR. 

This problem can potentially be overcome by instead operating multiple CSTRs in series, at least until 

the enzyme becomes completely inactivated. Figure 5.3 shows how the overall glucose conversion 

increases across a series of identical CSTRs, under different operating conditions. Although the 

enzyme can be used more effectively at a relatively low enzyme concentration (0.1 g.L-1), achieving 

near-complete conversion would require an impractical number of reactors (>10), even if the reaction 

were fully saturated with oxygen. By increasing the enzyme concentration 10-fold, the number of 

reactors required to reach near-complete conversion can be reduced to 8 at atmospheric pressure and 

further down to 3 at significantly higher pressures. However, in all cases, the degree to which the 
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conversion is improved with the addition of subsequent reactors begins to rapidly diminish after the 

second reactor in the series. For this reason, it would appear to be most practical to simply optimize 

a dual-reactor configuration to achieve the highest conversion with the least amount of enzyme 

possible, since it reaps the most benefit from connecting CSTRs in series without making the system 

overly complicated or costly to operate. Therefore, further experiments were carried out in a series of 

two identical CSTRs, as described in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure 5.3. Overall glucose conversion across a series of identical CSTRs and factor by which overall 

conversion improves with addition of each reactor in the series. 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

Figure 5.4 shows the results of carrying out the glucose oxidation reaction in a series of two identical 

CSTRs, with 1 g.L-1 of each enzyme and 80% oxygen as the feed gas. In Chapter 4, these conditions 

were found to result in the highest productivity in a single CSTR, which translates to a biocatalyst yield 

of 56 gGA.gGOx
-1. The results show that the glucose concentrations, particularly those of the second 

reactor, were subject to some variability between experiments. This is likely due to small differences 

in the calibrated flow rates into and out of the first reactor. Nevertheless, since the system is 

predominantly oxygen-limited, these differences produced little variation in the gluconic acid 

concentrations. The most variability between experiments was observed in the DO concentrations in 

the second reactor, which is an unfortunate consequence of controlling the foam formation with an 

antifoaming agent, as described in Chapter 4, as well as the sensitivity of the oxygen probes. These 

effects were less pronounced in the first reactor, where DO concentrations were significantly lower.  

Interestingly, the overall glucose conversion was increased by a factor of 3.2 after the second reactor, 

which is significantly higher than the model predicts it would in Figure 5.3. This likely stems from the 

fact that the two CSTRs are not in fact identical, as was assumed in the model, in that their media 

compositions differ. In Chapter 4, this was found to have a large effect on the kLa. Specifically, the 

results suggest that the kLa in the second reactor was higher than that in the first, indicating that kLa 

may be positively affected by gluconic acid and/or negatively affected by glucose. It is unlikely that 

dissolved oxygen accumulation occured in the second reactor, and not the first, because the reaction 

became glucose-limited. Figure 5.1 shows that, even if the reaction were oxygen-independent, glucose 

limitation would only begin to limit reaction rates above a conversion of roughly 70%, corresponding 

to a glucose concentration of 300 mM. Therefore, a higher kLa in the second reactor would appear to 

have been the cause of the higher dissolved oxygen concentration. This warrants further investigation 

into the dependence of kLa on media composition, which is the focus of Chapter 6. Another 

interesting aspect of the increase in dissolved oxygen concentration along the series is that it suggests 

the enzyme is used more effectively in the second reactor than in the first. This is confirmed by the 

OCRs of reactors 1 and 2 being 236 and 343 mmol.L-1.h-1, respectively, based on the amount of 

gluconic acid produced within each reactor.  This is contrary to what would be expected in a series of 

CSTRs when operating with a single-substrate enzyme. In such cases, the concentration of the rate-

limiting substrate decreases in each subsequent reactor and so, while the conversion still increases 

along the series, the enzyme is used less effectively. Moreover, the biocatalyst yield from the two-
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reactor system was calculated to be 95 gGA.gGOx
-1, 1.7-fold higher than experiments performed in a 

single reactor. Both of these improvements help to reduce the overall cost contribution of the enzyme. 

 

Figure 5.4. Glucose and gluconic acid concentration, as well as oxygen saturation, profiles in 

Reactor 1 (■) and Reactor 2 (▲), with 1 g.L-1 glucose oxidase and catalase, as well as 80% O2 as feed 

gas. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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5.4 Conclusions 

The maximum conversion that can be achieved in a CSTR is always limited by substrate depletion if 

the reaction rate is dependent on substrate concentration. For biocatalytic glucose oxidation, the low 

water-solubility of oxygen relative to the KMO of GOx drastically limits the conversion that is possible 

in a single CSTR without significant pressurization. An alternative means of improving conversion is 

to connect multiple CSTRs in series. Given enough reactors, it would even be possible to approximate 

plug-flow behavior. However, a basic model of the system shows that, while shifting from one to two 

CSTRs can double overall conversion, the gains from subsequent reactors quickly diminish. Thus, to 

simplify the system and reduce capital investment, it may be more practical to simply operate two 

CSTRs in series. In fact, experimental results showed that the overall conversion was actually tripled 

by addition of a second reactor, where the reaction was less oxygen-limited. Improved conversion and 

more effective use of the enzyme also help to reduce its overall cost contribution.  
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Chapter 6 

Mass transfer coefficient 

This chapter is intended for later publication. 

6.1 Introduction 

Since biocatalytic oxidations utilize molecular oxygen as a substrate, their reaction rates are frequently 

tied to the rate at which oxygen can be transferred from a gas phase into an aqueous reaction medium, 

especially since they tend to be orders of magnitude faster than aerobic fermentations, simply by virtue 

of allowing higher enzyme loadings. Consequently, in Chapter 2, it was recommended that these 

reactions be carried out in well-mixed stirred tank reactors that are sparged with an oxygen-rich gas. 

The oxygen transfer rate (OTR) in the reactor is comprised of two parts (Equation 6.1); namely the 

volumetric gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient (kLa) and the difference between the saturation oxygen 

concentration (CO
*) at the bubble surface and that of the bulk liquid (CO), referred to as the driving 

force. The saturation concentration of oxygen at any partial pressure can be accurately calculated using 

Henry’s law, while the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in the bulk liquid can be measured with 

a range of electrochemical or optical probes. However, since kLa cannot be measured directly and is 

complex to calculate from first principles, due to its dependence on a broad range of physiochemical 

reactor and reaction properties, it normally has to be estimated from experimental data. Thus, 

maximizing the accuracy of the estimation is crucial, since kLa significantly impacts the design, scale-

up and operation of an oxygen-dependent process.129 In Chapter 4, it was found that kLa appears to 

be highly dependent on media composition. As such, the focus of this chapter is to further investigate 

the effects of individual media components on kLa and assess whether these effects can be used to 

accurately predict kLa. The gassing-in method, detailed in Chapter 3, was used to determine all kLa 

values. 

 

OTR =
dCO
dt

= kLa(CO
∗ − CO) (6.1) 
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6.2 Results and discussion 

The kLa represents the hydrodynamic conditions in a reactor, which are influenced by its geometry as 

well as its operating conditions.130 A number of empirical correlations to predict kLa in stirred tank 

reactors have been proposed129a, 129c, 131, of which the following form is most frequently used 

 

kLa = α ∙ vs
β (
PG
V
)
γ

 
(6.2) 

 

where vs is the superficial gas velocity and PG/V is the volumetric gassed power input. Values for the 

constants α, β and γ have been determined for a number of systems in recent literature100b, 129a, 130, 132. 

The superficial gas velocity of bubbles rising through a medium of known density and viscosity can 

be estimated if the Sauter mean diameter of the bubbles is known.133 Alternatively, if the bubble size 

distribution has not been characterized, the superficial gas velocity can be roughly estimated using the 

cross-sectional area of the reactor or sparger and the volumetric gas flowrate.99b The gassed power 

input is far more complex to estimate. For instance, it is influenced by the number130, diameter and 

rotational speed of the impellers in the reactor, all of which are independent of the media 

composition.134 However, it is also influenced by the density and viscosity of the liquid phase in so far 

as they influence the Reynold’s number.134 In fact, for non-Newtonian fluids, the correlation is 

modified to include an additional inverse proportionality to viscosity (µ) as follows 

 

kLa = α ∙ vs
β (

PG
V
)
γ

µδ 
(6.3) 

 

where δ is normally between -0.41 and -1.99b, 132 Thus, the estimated value of kLa is partly dependent 

on the composition and subsequent properties of the liquid phase. However, since reaction media are 

typically composed of multiple reagents, including the product itself, estimation of kLa may be costly 

to evaluate experimentally, particularly at larger scales. Consequently, for practical purposes, kLa is 

often studied in model fluids that simply approximate the density and viscosity of the final reaction 

media, but this often produces underestimated values.99b, 130, 132 For instance, biocatalytic reactions 
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occur predominantly in aqueous media and, unlike fermentations, have relatively simple reaction 

mixtures. Therefore, water may seem like the logical choice of model fluid for kLa estimation. 

However, in Chapter 4 it was shown that kLa values determined in water lead to underestimated 

performance predictions for glucose oxidation in a CSTR. When measured in a mixture more closely 

resembling the reaction media (0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer, 0.1 g.L-1
 GOx and catalase), the 

kLa was found to be 4-fold higher. This demonstrates the large impact that even small differences in 

media composition can have on kLa estimation, which is especially problematic during start-up or 

batch operation.130  

In these reactions, the media was comprised of five major components, namely glucose oxidase, 

catalase, potassium phosphate buffer, glucose and gluconic acid. Since sodium hydroxide addition was 

used to control pH during the CSTR reactions in Chapters 4 and 5, the effect of sodium gluconate 

could also be of interest. The mass transfer coefficient was measured in varying concentrations of 

each of these components. The effects of potassium phosphate buffer, glucose, gluconic acid and 

sodium gluconate are compared in Figure 6.1 and the effects of GOx and catalase are compared in 

Figure 6.2. Of the 6 components tested, all but glucose increased the kLa, relative to that measured in 

distilled water, confirming what was found in Chapter 4. Table 6.1 shows the average pH values that 

were measured in the solutions of each component. It appears that pH is not responsible for the 

differences in kLa, since buffer and gluconic acid have similar effects. Alternatively, changes in surface 

tension at the gas-liquid interface, due to the presence of each component, could influence bubble 

sizes.135 Lower surface tensions result in the formation of smaller bubbles with more uniform spherical 

shapes that increase gas hold-up and interfacial area for mass transfer.136  

Table 6.1. Average pH measured across tested concentration range of each media component 

Media component Average pH 

Potassium phosphate buffer  7.0 ± 0.2 

Glucose 6.1 ± 0.4 

Gluconic acid 2.4 ± 0.3 

Sodium gluconate 7.1 ± 0.1 

Glucose oxidase 6.2 ± 0.2 

Catalase 6.1 ± 0.4 
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Figure 6.1. kLa measured in buffer (■), glucose (▲), gluconic acid (●) and sodium gluconate (♦) 

solutions using gassing-in method with pure oxygen as feed gas. Error bars represent standard error 

of the mean. 

 

Figure 6.2. kLa measured in glucose oxidase (■) and catalase (▲) solutions using gassing-in method 

with pure oxygen as feed gas. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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Cations and anions have been found to affect surface tension differently depending on how they 

interact with the gas-liquid interface. Structure-making ions can better organize the water dipoles in 

the bulk water than at the interface, causing them to leave the interface and increase surface tension.135a 

Conversely, structure-breaking ions reduce surface tension by adsorbing to the interface, because the 

hydrogen bonding network of the bulk water is able to better organize without these ions.135a In 

general, most small ions, like Na+ or K+, predominantly desorb from the interface and so increase 

surface tension.137 This might explain the reduced effect of sodium gluconate on the kLa, relative to 

that of gluconic acid. In contrast, large singly-charged hydrophobic anions adsorb to the interface, 

reducing surface tension in accordance with their size.137a, 138 For example, it has been found that, while 

sodium acetate (82.03 g.mol-1) has a net positive effect on surface tension, the effect of sodium 

propanoate (96.07 g.mol-1) is negative and that of sodium butanoate (110.09 g.mol-1) even more so, 

due to the increasing size of the anions.137a However, while gluconate is a larger anion than butanoate, 

it contains many hydroxyl groups that enable the formation of hydrogen bonds in water. Therefore, 

whether it would exhibit a similar negative effect on surface tension remains unknown. At 

concentrations above 0.2 M, the effects of sodium gluconate and gluconic acid appear to decrease at 

a similar rate. If gluconate ions do in fact adsorb to the gas-liquid interface, this may suggest that 

excess adsorbance can begin to impede oxygen mass transfer into the bulk liquid. 

The presence of each enzyme caused a slight increase in estimated kLa. Enzymes are large 

macromolecules that often contain hydrophobic residues, which causes them to adsorb to 

hydrophobic surfaces, such as gas-liquid interfaces. Adsorption of proteins at these interfaces also 

reduces their surface tension, resulting in smaller gas bubbles with larger surface-to-volume ratios.139 

However, due to steric hindrances, the extent of protein adsorption is likely far less than that of ion 

adsorption, which may explain the limited effect of the enzymes on kLa. For instance, the plateau in 

estimated kLa above GOx concentrations of 0.4 g.L-1 could suggest that the bubble surfaces became 

saturated with the enzyme. Unlike GOx, the addition of catalase resulted in significant foam formation 

as concentrations were increased, which may have reduced the catalase concentration in solution and 

thus its impact on kLa. In Chapter 4, the use of an antifoaming agent, even in small amounts, was 

found to significantly reduce kLa, and so the foam formation was unavoidable. Nonetheless, these 

results demonstrate that the kLa during a biocatalytic oxidation may be partly dependent on the 

structures and formulations of the enzymes involved. Interestingly, in Chapter 4, it was found that, 
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when combined with buffer, catalase had a larger positive impact on kLa than GOx. This suggests that 

the effects of individual media components may synergize with or antagonize one another. 

Nevertheless, changes in surface tension may not be the only factor that influences the kLa. For 

instance, each of the component salts of the buffer (potassium di-hydrogen phosphate and di-

potassium hydrogen phosphate) have been shown to individually increase surface tension.137a 

Accordingly, the presence of buffer would be expected to reduce interfacial area and, consequently, 

lower the estimated value of kLa, contrary to the data in Figure 6.1. It is possible that, since both 

potassium and phosphate ions preferentially desorb from the gas liquid interface137a, the thickness of 

the bubble surface layer may be reduced and its circulation less inhibited.136a This would result in a 

larger liquid-side mass transfer coefficient, kL, of which the positive effect on kLa may outweigh the 

negative impact of a reduced interfacial area. This could explain why the effect of buffer does not 

appear to decrease at concentrations higher than 0.2 M, like that of gluconic acid or sodium gluconate. 

So far, only individual effects of media components have been examined in detail. To ascertain the 

degree to which these effects might interact with one another, a full factorial design of experiments 

was performed with two factors (buffer and sodium gluconate concentration) and 6 levels each. These 

results are displayed in Figure 6.3. It can be seen that there is a significant negative interaction between 

these two factors, culminating with an estimated kLa of only 96 h-1 when both components were 

present at concentrations of 0.8 M. This suggests that the overall ionic strength of the media, regardless 

of the individual ionic species, might also have an impact on kLa, that becomes dominant at higher ion 

concentrations. Quadratic polynomials are typically used to approximate response surfaces.140 In this 

case, a quadratic polynomial was found to fit the data in Figure 6.3 with an adjusted R2 value equal to 

only 0.78. This goodness-of-fit would likely be reduced even further by the introduction of additional 

media components as variables. For this reason, the prediction of kLa in multicomponent reaction 

media based only on composition is likely to be extremely inaccurate, as well as time and resource 

intensive. 

The average maximum oxygen saturation measured during all of the experiments in this chapter was 

100.6 ± 0.7 %. Since the oxygen probe was always calibrated in distilled water, this strongly suggests 

that the solubility of oxygen was essentially unaffected by the presence of any media components in 

the aqueous GOx system. Of course, this may not be the case in systems with organic co-solvents. In 

contrast, the average measured kLa is 166 ± 97 h-1. 
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Figure 6.3. kLa measured in buffer/sodium gluconate solutions using gassing-in method and pure 

oxygen as feed gas, with linear interpolant surface to ease visualization. 

kLa Estimation 

Since accurate prediction of kLa on the basis of media composition seems to be impractical, it must 

instead be estimated from experimental data. However, there are a variety of techniques for doing so, 

often characterized as dynamic or steady-state. Dynamic methods involve making a step change to a 

physical operating condition to produce a change in DO concentration, which is measured by a DO 

probe, in the absence of any oxygen producing or consuming reactions. The kLa is then estimated by 

fitting the transient DO data to an appropriate model for oxygen absorption into the system. The 

gassing-in method is most commonly used99, 129b, 131, 141, in which the feed gas is switched from one with 

a low oxygen concentration (nitrogen or air) to another with a higher oxygen concentration (oxygen 

or enriched air), while maintaining near constant gas flow rate and agitation to avoid significant 

changes in gas hold-up and bubble size distribution. Alternatively, a step change in the total pressure 

of the system can be used to produce a response in the dissolved oxygen concentration, since the 
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solubility of oxygen is proportional to its partial pressure within the feed gas. This is referred to as the 

dynamic pressure method100a. The downside of this method is that not all laboratory setups are 

equipped to operate under pressure or vacuum. Nevertheless, it has the advantage that a change in 

overall pressure has a rapid and simultaneous effect on the oxygen partial pressure within all of the 

gas bubbles in the liquid.100a This is especially important in larger reactors where the residence time of 

gas bubbles can be long relative to the time scale of mass transfer (kLa
-1). In such cases, a step change 

in the oxygen concentration of the feed gas does not instantaneously affect the entire reactor, creating 

time delays which distort the estimated kLa unless accounted for in the model.132 Even so, pressure 

variations also affect bubble size and, subsequently, gas hold-up.100b Moreover, the sensitivity of the 

DO probe dictates the degree to which the pressure needs to be increased or decreased to produce a 

significant response. Larger pressure changes produce larger differences in driving force, which are 

easier to accurately measure.100b 

Since dynamic methods utilize DO data measured by a probe, any dynamic behavior of the probe can 

itself influence the accuracy of estimation unless accounted for in the oxygen absorption model.100a, 132, 

142 For instance, probes rarely respond instantaneously to a change in DO concentration. The response 

time, τR, of a probe can be estimated by measuring its response to a step change in oxygen 

concentration e.g. by moving the probe from air into water saturated with pure oxygen, as shown in 

Figure 6.4. If the probe exhibits first order dynamics to a step change, the response time is defined as 

the time required for the probe to measure 63% of the difference between the initial and final 

saturation values.99a, 141a, 143 Therefore, following a step change, the measured DO concentration will 

only reach 99% of the new saturation value after a period of five response times. This means that the 

probe dynamics can only be ignored entirely if 5τR is less than kLa
-1.136a The DO probe used in 

Chapter 4 was found to have a response time of 6 s. Figure 6.5 shows that this response time would 

only become negligible when measuring kLa values less than 120 h-1, which is relatively low for the 

reactors used in Chapters 4 and 5. As such, the probe response time cannot be ignored and must be 

accounted for to ensure accurate kLa estimation. 
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Figure 6.4. Calculation of response time after DO probe is moved from air to oxygen saturated water 

to produce a step change in dissolved oxygen concentration. 

 

 

Figure 6.5. kLa versus response time required to ignore probe dynamics. Dotted line represents the 

response time of the DO probe used in Chapter 4. 
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The probe dynamics can be modelled as follows 

 

dCO
m

dt
=
(CO − CO

m)

τR
 (6.4) 

 

where CO,m represents the DO concentration measured by the probe.99a By simultaneously solving 

Equations 6.1 and 6.4 with measured transient DO data, the actual DO response to a step change in 

oxygen concentration can be modelled and used to estimate a more accurate value of kLa, as shown in 

Figure 6.6. Accounting for the probe response time increased the estimated values of kLa by 6% in 

distilled water and 12% in 0.8 M potassium phosphate buffer. 

 

            

Figure 6.6. Probe dynamic response (dashed line) fitted to measured DO data to model adjusted DO 

dynamic response (solid line) for kLa estimation in A) distilled water and B) 0.8 M potassium phosphate 

buffer (pH 7). 

Steady-state techniques for estimating kLa involve monitoring the flowrates and compositions of gas 

and liquid streams into and out of a reaction that consumes or produces oxygen, from which 

A B 
kLa = 407 h-1 

kLa = 362 h-1 

 

kLa = 89 h-1 

kLa = 84 h-1 
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component mass balances across the system can be used to calculate kLa.130 This enables the use of 

more accurate analytical techniques if DO probes with sufficiently low response times are not 

available. Model reactions that are commonly used include sulfite oxidation, hydrazine oxidation and 

hydrogen peroxide decomposition.99c, 100a However, as it has now been established that kLa is greatly 

influenced by media composition, the use of a model reaction as an approximation of a system of 

interest would be ill-advised. Furthermore, the rate of the reaction may influence estimation of the 

kLa. For instance, if the rate is high, the reaction may enhance the liquid side mass transfer coefficient 

of oxygen, kL, at the gas-liquid interface.99c, 100a, 144 Conversely, if the rate is low, the bulk liquid may not 

be entirely depleted of dissolved oxygen, complicating estimation of the driving force.99c, 100a 

All of the techniques discussed so far have limitations. Thus, it seems like the only way to reliably 

estimate the kLa for a specific reactor/reaction combination during operation might be to perform an 

experiment at the desired operating conditions, gather both dynamic and steady-state data for as many 

of the reagents as possible and then fit a model of the system to the resulting concentration profiles. 

This is the focus of Chapter 7. 

6.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter, it was found that media composition has a significant effect on the gas-liquid mass 

transfer coefficient. While some of this may result from slight changes to the density and viscosity of 

the media, which can affect the specific gassed power input of a CSTR, it is likely that these influences 

are also somewhat based on how each media component interacts with the gas-liquid interface. These 

interactions may affect interfacial area, by changing the surface tension of the media, or the liquid-side 

mass transfer coefficient, by altering the thickness and recirculation of the surface layer surrounding 

the gas bubbles. Further research is required to elucidate the underlying mechanisms. In the GOx 

system, all major media components, were found to have a positive effect on kLa, except for glucose, 

which had no effect. However, it was also found that these individual effects may negatively interact 

with each other. This makes it very difficult to accurately express kLa as a function of media 

composition for prediction purposes. Thus, the alternative is to continue to estimate kLa from 

experimental data. However, to account for the specifics of a particular reactor/reaction system, it is 

proposed that a model be fit to experimental data collected during a reaction in the reactor of interest. 

This will be the topic of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 

Estimation of process parameters 

This chapter is intended for later publication. 

7.1 Introduction 

As computer processing power and our understanding of the mechanisms behind complex physical 

and chemical phenomena continue to improve, so does our ability to digitally simulate such 

phenomena, which presents a means of designing and optimizing production processes in less time 

and with fewer resources. For this reason, the design of a physical process should always be done in 

parallel with that of its digital counterpart. The degree to which the physical and digital realms are 

integrated gradually increases as the process moves closer to commercial operation. During the early 

stages of process design, a digital representation that operates independently of the physical system, 

known as a digital model, is typically constructed to simulate its behavior.145 To construct the digital 

model and validate its accuracy, data collected from experiments are manually supplied as model 

inputs. Following that, the model can be used without additional data input to optimize the 

performance of the system or design future experiments. As the design of the process continues into 

later stages, the digital model can be partially integrated with the physical process through automatic 

input of measured data into the model. In this way, the digital model becomes a digital shadow, 

operating in parallel with, and dependent on, the physical process, but without affecting it.146 Based 

on the automated input of data measured from the physical process during operation, the digital 

shadow is able to forecast changes to the process which can then be compared to actual observed 

changes in order to validate its predictive capabilities. If the digital shadow is found to predict the 

future behavior of the physical process with sufficient accuracy, it may be used as a digital twin, 

whereby the simulated data it generates is automatically used to enact changes to the physical process 

to control against deviations from optimal operation.147 In such cases, the physical and digital realms 

are completely integrated, in that changes in the physical system affect the digital simulation, which in 

turn affects the physical system. Nevertheless, the foundation of this relies on the development of the 

initial digital model, the accuracy of which hinges on our mechanistic understanding of the physical 

system. Fortunately, this means that a digital model may also act as a powerful diagnostic tool to 
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highlight gaps in our understanding of a process. In this chapter, the model for biocatalytic glucose 

oxidation in a dual-CSTR configuration, introduced in Chapter 5, will be further developed to expand 

its application towards estimation of critical process parameters, such as kLa. 

7.2 Model description 

The major challenges of accurately modelling the glucose oxidase reaction are twofold. First, the rate 

law describing GOx kinetics (Equation 7.1) is more complex than the standard Michaelis-Menten 

kinetics of single substrate enzymes. As a result, the rate constant (kcat) and substrate affinity constants 

for each substrate (KMi) are difficult to determine experimentally due to the wide range of dissolved 

oxygen (DO) concentrations, both above and below the KMO, which would need to be tested during 

characterization. For example, achieving low DO concentrations requires accurate mass flow control 

at very low flow rates, while achieving high enough concentrations to saturate the enzyme generally 

requires pressurization. For this reason, GOx has previously been characterized in a tube-in-tube 

reactor, which facilitates rapid oxygen mass transfer through a semi-permeable membrane and 

pressurization up to 10 bar.39 The kinetics of GOx are further complicated by the occurrence of 

competitive product inhibition. Although glucono-1,5-lactone is quickly hydrolyzed to gluconic acid, 

which is structurally distinct from glucose, hydrogen peroxide may reversibly bind to the reduced form 

of the enzyme, instead of oxygen, increasing the apparent KMO of the enzyme. The inhibition constant, 

KI, has been found to be approximately equal to the KMO.43 Additionally, many enzymes are known to 

be inactivated by hydrogen peroxide.42 Therefore, for continuous operation using GOx, the by-

product must be continuously scavenged. This can be done by coupling GOx with catalase, which 

consumes hydrogen peroxide to produce oxygen and water. The rate law describing the kinetics of 

catalase (Equation 7.2) is much simpler than that of GOx, but the rate constant and affinity constant 

of catalase can be difficult to characterize due to its high reaction rates and deactivation at relatively 

low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (> 70 mM)148. The addition of catalase to the reaction not 

only removes hydrogen peroxide but also produces some dissolved oxygen (0.5 mol per mol H2O2 

scavenged) that can subsequently be consumed by GOx. However, due to the stoichiometry of the 

reaction, the coupled enzyme system is not self-sufficient. Therefore, oxygen must still be supplied to 

the enzyme, typically through bubbling of air or oxygen into the reaction media. Herein lies the second 

challenge to modelling the system. Oxygen is supplied to the oxidation reaction by two means: transfer 

into the liquid phase from the gas phase (Equation 7.3), governed by the mass transfer coefficient 

(kLa) and saturation concentration of oxygen (CO
*), and the production of dissolved oxygen by catalase. 
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vGOx =
kcat,GOxCGOxCGCO

CGCO + KMOCG (1 +
CHP
KI

) + KMGCO

 

 

(7.1) 

vCAT =
kcat,CATCCATCHP
KMHP + CHP

 

 

(7.2) 

OTR = kLa(CO
∗ − CO) (7.3) 

 

The mole balances in a CSTR can be modelled by a set of algebraic equations that, when solved, yield 

the steady-state concentrations of each reaction species. However, modelling the mole balances as a 

system of ODEs, as done in Chapter 5, allows the inclusion of dynamic behavior at start-up. The 

model is comprised of the mole balances for glucose, oxygen, gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide in 

each reactor, as well as the dynamics of the dissolved oxygen probes presented in Chapter 6 

(Equations 7.4 to 7.13). Solution of the system of equations and subsequent sensitivity analyses and 

parameter estimation by nonlinear least squares regression was implemented in MATLAB, based on 

code by Sin and Gernaey149. The experimental data presented in Chapter 5 was used for parameter 

estimation. The response times of the DO probes used in Reactors 1 and 2, were calculated to be 6 

and 10 s, respectively, according to the method shown in the previous chapter. 
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 dCG,R1
dt

=
Q

VR1
(CG,F − CG,R1) − vGOx 

 

(7.4) 

 dCO,R1
dt

=
Q

VR1
(CO,F − CO,R1) − vGOx +

1

2
vCAT + kLa(CO,R1

∗ − CO,R1) 

 

(7.5) 

 dCO,R1
m

dt
=
(CO,R1 − CO,R1

m )

τR,R1
 

 

(7.6) 

 dCGA,R1
dt

=
Q

VR1
(CGA,F − CGA,R1) + vGOx 

 

(7.7) 

 dCHP,R1
dt

=
Q

VR1
(CHP,F − CHP,R1) + vGOx − vCAT 

 

(7.8) 

 dCG,R2
dt

=
Q

VR2
(CG,R1 − CG,R2) − vGOx 

 

(7.9) 

 dCO,R2
dt

=
Q

VR2
(CO,R1 − CO,R2) − vGOx +

1

2
vCAT + kLa(CO,R2

∗ − CO,R2) 

 

(7.10) 

 dCO,R2
m

dt
=
(CO,R2 − CO,R2

m )

τR,R2
 

 

(7.11) 

 dCGA,R2
dt

=
Q

VR2
(CGA,R1 − CGA,R2) + vGOx 

 

(7.12) 

 dCHP,R2
dt

=
Q

VR2
(CHP,R1 − CHP,R2) + vGOx − vCAT (7.13) 
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7.3 Results and Discussion 

To determine whether the experimental data from Chapter 5 can be modelled, the values for 8 model 

parameters are required, as shown in Table 7.1. Initial values of the kinetic constants of GOx39 and 

catalase97 were obtained from literature, while the initial value of the inhibition constant for GOx was 

assumed to be equal to that of the KMO
43. The initial mass transfer coefficients of each reactor were 

determined using the gassing-in method in distilled water. While the sparging rate, stirring speed and 

working volume were kept constant in both reactors, the media composition is only constant once 

steady-state is reached. As such, kLa is expected to change over the course of the reaction. However, 

in Chapter 6, it was found that expressing kLa as a function of media composition would likely be 

highly inaccurate. As such, kLa in each reactor was kept constant. The Henry’s constant, used to 

calculate saturation concentrations of oxygen from the partial pressure of oxygen, pO2, in the feed gas 

(Equation 7.14), was assumed to be equal to the value for pure oxygen dissolved in water (1.3x10-5 

mmol.L-1.Pa-1 according to the NIST database). This assumption is based on the fact that, in Chapter 6, 

the oxygen probe, calibrated in distilled water, measured the same maximum oxygen saturation 

regardless of media composition.  

 

CO
∗ = H ∙ pO2

 (7.14) 

 

Table 7.1. Initial values of model parameters and estimated values after nonlinear regression 

Parameter Reactor Initial value Estimated value Relative error (%) Unit 

kcat,GOx - 17.78 73.87 1127 µmol.min-1.mg-1 

KMO - 0.51 2.07 30 mM 

KMG - 75.2 118.0 1810 mM 

KI - 0.51 0.08 48 mM 

kcat,CAT - 32000 5170 3071741 µmol.min-1.mg-1 

KMHP - 35 34 1444 mM 

kLa 
1 94 246 19 

h-1 
2 96 848 90 

 

With the initial values of the parameters set, the model output was compared to the experimental 

glucose (CG) and gluconic acid (CGA) concentration profiles and measured oxygen saturation (SO) 
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profiles, shown in Figure 7.1, along with the predicted concentration profile of hydrogen 

peroxide (CHP) during the experiments. The modeled CG, CGA and SO profiles fit the experimental data 

very poorly, however, they do exhibit similar trends. This suggests that the model equations should 

be capable of modeling the data, but that the initial values are likely incorrect. To test this, nonlinear 

regression was performed with all 8 parameters, the results of which are shown in Figure 7.2. The 

estimated values for each parameter are shown in Table 7.1. 

 

Figure 7.1. Experimental data from Reactor 1 (■) and Reactor 2 (▲) compared to predicted CG, CGA, 

SO and CHP profiles in Reactor 1 (-) and Reactor 2 (--), using initial values for model parameters. 
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Figure 7.2. Experimental data from Reactor 1 (■) and Reactor 2 (▲) compared to predicted CG, CGA, 

SO and CHP profiles in Reactor 1 (-) and Reactor 2 (--), with 95% confidence intervals for Reactor 1 

(dash-dot lines) and Reactor 2 (dotted lines), following nonlinear regression of 8 parameters. 

Following parameter estimation by nonlinear regression, the fit of the predicted profiles to the 

experimental data was significantly improved. However, the gluconic acid concentrations in each 

reactor are slightly overestimated. This may be a result of making the kLa in each reactor a constant 

parameter despite dynamic changes in media composition. Alternatively, the pump flow rates may 

have deviated slightly from their calibrated setpoints over the course of the experiments. Additional 
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experimental data would likely help to improve the fit, within the margins of experimental error.  While 

the fit of the model to the data has been improved substantially, the estimated values of many of the 

parameters are highly uncertain, as indicated by large relative errors.149a The primary reason for this is 

that the model is nonlinear and many of the parameters are positively or negatively correlated with 

one another145b, 150, as shown by the correlation matrix in Figure 7.3. This means that the model is non-

identifiable i.e with the limited data available, it is impossible to estimate all 8 model parameters with 

certainty. Therefore, to make the model identifiable, the number of estimated parameters must be 

reduced.151 To assist in the selection of which parameters to eliminate, the importance of each 

parameter can be ranked by determining how sensitive each of the 8 state variables (CG, CGA, SO and 

CHP in each reactor) are to slight changes in each of the model parameters. These individual effects 

were then summed to find the total effect that each parameter has on the model (Figure 7.4). 

 kcat,GOx KMO KMG KI kcat,CAT KMHP kLaR1 kLaR2 

kcat,GOx 1.0 1.0 1.0 -0.2 0.2 -0.5 0.1 0.2 

KMO 1.0 1.0 1.0 -0.2 0.2 -0.5 0.1 0.2 

KMG 1.0 1.0 1.0 -0.2 0.2 -0.5 0.1 0.2 

KI -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 1.0 -1.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 

kcat,CAT 0.2 0.2 0.2 -1.0 1.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 

KMHP -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 0.1 -0.1 1.0 -0.1 -0.1 

kLaR1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 1.0 -0.1 

kLaR2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 1.0 

 

Figure 7.3. Correlation matrix of 12 model parameters after nonlinear regression. Strong positive or 

negative correlation between parameters is indicated by green or red color respectively. 

According to the sensitivity analyses, the most important parameters are the mass transfer coefficients 

in both reactors, the rate constant of GOx, and its affinity constant towards oxygen. This is expected 

since the reaction is oxygen limited, especially in Reactor 1. Of lesser importance are the kinetic 

parameters of catalase, as well as the inhibition constant of GOx, which all have similar impacts on 
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the model. This is likely due to the fact that catalase was supplied in a large excess to minimize the 

concentration of hydrogen peroxide. Furthermore, no hydrogen peroxide data was supplied to the 

model. Lastly, KMG is the least important parameter due to the fact that the glucose concentrations are 

relatively large throughout the experiments and so the reaction is not glucose-limited. Thus, small 

changes to the KMG have little impact on the model and so it can be reasonably excluded as a parameter. 

 

Figure 7.4. Model parameters ranked according to the summed sensitivity of model variables to 

changes in each parameter (δmsqr). 
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However, excluding parameters purely based on their importance rank is not guaranteed to make the 

model more identifiable, as it does not necessarily reduce the degree of correlation between the 

remaining parameters. The degree of linear dependence between a set of parameters can be quantified 

by their collinearity/condition index. Generally, a collinearity index of under 30 is recommended for 

a model to be considered identifiable152. With 8 parameters in total, 247 possible combinations of at 

least two parameters exist, each with their own collinearity index. For instance, the subset containing 

all 8 parameters has a collinearity index of 30375. Excluding the least important parameter, KMG, only 

reduces the collinearity index to 29686. Therefore, additional parameters need to be excluded. With 

the 7 remaining parameters, 120 possible parameter subsets exist, of which 44 have collinearity indices 

below 30. It is desirable to predict as many parameters as possible and so only the largest of these 

subsets, shown in Table 7.2, are considered first. 

Table 7.2. Subsets of 4 parameters with correlation indices less than 30 

Subset 
Parameters 

Collinearity index 
kcat,GOx KMO KI kcat,CAT KMHP kLaR1 kLaR2 

1  X   X X X 4.92 

2  X  X  X X 4.92 

3  X X   X X 4.93 

4 X    X X X 5.43 

5 X   X  X X 5.44 

6 X  X   X X 5.44 

7 X X    X X 28.55 

 

As indicated by the correlation matrix, the mass transfer coefficients of both reactors are not strongly 

correlated and so they are present in all of the parameter subsets. In contrast, the correlation between 

the remaining parameters prevents more than two from being estimated with certainty. Unfortunately, 

it was found that, despite all having collinearity indices of less than 30, parameter estimation with each 

of these subsets still resulted in estimated values with large relative errors. As such, a subset of 3 

parameters was selected, including the kLa in each reactor and the rate constant of GOx, since it has 

the largest impact on the model of all the enzyme kinetic parameters. The collinearity index of this 

subset is 0.68. The results of the parameter estimation with these 3 parameters are displayed in 

Table 7.3 and Figure 7.5. 
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Table 7.3. Estimated parameter values following nonlinear regression after identifiability analysis 

Parameter Reactor Initial value Estimated value Relative error (%) Unit 

kcat,GOx - 17.78 20.05 7.1 µmol.min-1.mg-1 

kLa 
1 94 239 3.7 

h-1 
2 96 833 9.7 

 

 

Figure 7.5. Experimental data from Reactor 1 (■) and Reactor 2 (▲) compared to predicted CG, CGA, 

SO and CHP profiles in Reactor 1 (-) and Reactor 2 (--), with 95% confidence intervals for Reactor 1 

(dash-dot lines) and Reactor 2 (dotted lines), following nonlinear regression of 3 uncorrelated 

parameters. 
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The relative errors of the new estimated values are all less than 10%, which indicates that the 3 selected 

parameters have been predicted with a degree of certainty. Additionally, the model fit to the data is 

largely unchanged. Considering the error of prediction, the estimated rate constant of GOx is not 

significantly different from the literature value. This shows the value of characterizing oxidases in a 

tube-in-tube reactor, which enables high dissolved oxygen concentrations by allowing pressurization 

up to 10 bar.  

As suggested by the results of Chapter 4, the kLa values in both reactors are substantially higher than 

those measured in distilled water. Additionally, as predicted in Chapter 5, the kLa in the second reactor 

is higher than in the first, likely due to the difference in media composition. In fact, it is roughly 2-

fold higher than any of the kLa values measured in solutions of each individual media component, 

presented in Chapter 6. This suggests that the individual positive effects of the enzymes, buffer and 

product on kLa are combined when they are all present in solution. The strong negative interactions 

between buffer and sodium gluconate at high concentrations, observed in Chapter 6, were likely 

avoided as a result of the buffer concentration during the experiments being constant at only 0.1 M. 

However, the increased kLa values may also be due, in part, to the fast reaction taking place in the 

liquid film surrounding the gas bubbles, which has been known to enhance the liquid-side mass 

transfer coefficient, kL, during a variety of gas-liquid reactions.153 This theory is supported by the 

tendency of enzymes to adsorb to gas-liquid interfaces.  

Finally, while gluconic acid concentrations of up to roughly 600 mM were produced, the predicted 

concentrations of hydrogen peroxide never exceeded 0.01 mM, which is significantly lower than the 

assumed initial value for the inhibition constant of GOx. Therefore, an excess of catalase appears to 

be an effective, albeit costly, means of avoiding GOx inhibition or inactivation due to the co-product. 

Improving performance 

Having modelled the system with relative accuracy, it is now possible to assess strategies of improving 

the performance of the reaction. This can either be done through engineering of the process or the 

enzyme itself. For instance, the enzyme concentration or operating pressure can be increased to 

achieve higher reaction rates. Alternatively, the enzyme can be engineered to increase its activity or 

affinity towards oxygen. The model was used to predict the effect that increasing each of these factors 

by an order of magnitude would have on the process metrics, described in Chapter 1. The results are 

shown in Table 7.4. These predictions were made with the previously estimated kLa values, which were 
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assumed to remain constant. However, in reality, these values are likely to change subject to changes 

in media composition. Feed gas compositions of 80% O2 were used for all predictions. 

Table 7.4. Predicted reaction performance following improvements to the process or enzyme  

Process metric Unit Current 
Process improvements Enzyme improvements 

CE x 10  P x 10 kcat,GOx x 10 KMO ÷ 10 

Conversion % 66.5 99.4 95.1 99.3 85.3 

Product concentration gGA.L-1 149 223 214 223 191 

Biocatalyst yield gGA.gGOx 149 22 214 223 191 

Productivity gGA.L-1.h-1 90 134 128 134 115 

 

A 10-fold increase in the concentration of both enzymes could allow near-complete conversion to be 

achieved in just two reactors. The resulting increase in product concentration leaving the system would 

facilitate downstream processing. However, this would drastically reduce not only the effectiveness 

with which the GOx is used, but also the biocatalyst yield. Therefore, this strategy is only feasible if 

the cost contribution of the enzyme is extremely low. If this is not the case, the same gains in 

conversion, product concentration and productivity could be achieved by an equivalent increase to 

the activity of the enzyme, without compromising the biocatalyst yield. Nevertheless, the enzyme will 

still be used ineffectively as long as the DO concentrations are low relative to the KMO. Increasing the 

pressure of the two reactors to 10 bar could also allow much higher conversions, by raising the 

solubility of oxygen to 9.6 mM, but this strategy increases both capital and operating costs. Moreover, 

even higher pressures would be required to reach near-complete conversion. It is also unknown what 

effect further raising the oxygen partial pressure in the gas phase will have on the stability of the GOx. 

The alternative is to reduce the KMO of GOx with protein engineering to allow it to operate faster at 

lower DO concentrations. However, due to the nonlinearity of the GOx kinetics, a 10-fold reduction 

in KMO does not yield the same improvements as a 10-fold increase in pressure, which is proportional 

to the driving force for oxygen transfer. 

Besides increasing pressure, there are alternative process improvements that can be implemented to 

increase the oxygen transfer rate, since it is also dependent on kLa. As discussed in previous chapters, 

increasing the interfacial area available for gas-liquid oxygen mass transfer raises the mass transfer 

coefficient.144d, 154 In stirred tank reactors, where the gas phase directly contacts the liquid phase, 
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interfacial area can be improved by increasing gas flowrate or using spargers with smaller pore sizes 

to generate bubbles with larger surface-to-volume ratios and hold-ups.144d One potential downside to 

this, however, is that it may exacerbate deactivation of the GOx by increasing the area over which it 

can come into direct contact with the oxygen-rich feed gas. Sintered frits made from 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or stainless steel (SS) have become particularly attractive in recent 

years for use as spargers due to their microporous structures. Mass transfer coefficients were estimated 

in distilled water using spargers with a variety of pore sizes and at different gas flowrates, the results 

of which are shown in Figure 7.6. 

 

Figure 7.6. Values of kLa estimated in distilled water using different spargers and gas flowrates. The 

sparger used in Chapters 4 and 5 is highlighted in red. 
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The estimated kLa values for each sparger increase proportionally with sparging rate, which affects gas 

hold-up. The slopes of these linear relations were nearly identical for all spargers except that of the 

open pipe, which was 2-fold lower. This may have resulted from flooding of the impeller, which 

negatively impacts kLa due to a reduction of power input. It is often assumed that bubbles in a stirred 

tank are spherical, with an initial diameter proportional to that of the orifice or pore of the sparger.155 

Thus, since the surface-to-volume ratio of a sphere is inversely proportional to its diameter, it would 

be expected that spargers with smaller pore sizes result in proportionally larger interfacial areas. For 

example, the kLa estimated using a sparger with a pore size of 2 µm should be 5-fold higher than that 

with a pore size of 10 µm, but this was found not to be the case. As a result of how they are 

manufactured, sintered frits can often have broad pore size distributions that may even vary 

significantly between individual spargers of the same type.154a As such, the bubbles leaving the frit are 

often unevenly distributed across its surface, especially at lower gas flowrates (reduced gas pressure).154a 

This is because bubbles form preferentially at larger pores where the capillary pressure that needs to 

be overcome is lower.144d Therefore, at low gas flowrates, larger bubbles are generated but with a 

narrow bubble size distribution.144d In contrast, at high gas flowrates the increased pressure allows 

bubble formation at all pores, but broadens the size distribution.144d Consequently, the smaller the 

mean pore size of a sparger, the higher the gas pressure must be to make effective use of all of its 

pores. Therefore, below some ‘critical’ pressure, the presence of a path of least resistance through the 

sparger is likely to dramatically reduce its performance.  

In addition to this, bubbles at the surface of the frit tend to coalesce before they detach.154a Therefore, 

the actual size of bubbles in the system may be more dependent on the surface tension of the liquid 

phase, which counteracts bubble detachment136a, than on the pore size, potentially limiting the effect 

of reducing pore size indefinitely. This may explain why reducing the pore size of the sparger from 10 

to 2 µm had little impact on the estimated kLa in the range of sparging rates that were tested. The 

sparging rate that can be implemented in the system is limited by the stability of the enzymes, capacity 

for foam control, as well as the maximum stirring speed to ensure effective gas-liquid dispersion. 

Compression costs may also limit the sparging rate, especially at higher operating pressures. 

Nevertheless, these results show that the estimated values of kLa could be further increased by a factor 

of 1.4 by reducing the mean pore size of the sparger to 10 µm instead of 15 µm. 

To determine which combination of improvement strategies to implement, upper limits for enzyme 

concentration, operating pressure and feed gas composition are required. These can be found by 
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performing a techno-economic analysis of the system. With these limits in place, the model could be 

used to independently optimize the operating conditions of each reactor. A basic guideline for 

determining these limits is outlined in the next chapter. 

7.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, nonlinear regression was used to fit a model of two CSTRs in series to experimental 

data for the purposes of estimating model parameters. A sensitivity and identifiability analysis was 

used to reduce the number of parameters from 8 to 3, to allow their estimation with a high degree of 

certainty. The rate constant of GOx was estimated and found to be close to the value determined in 

a tube-in-tube reactor. The mass transfer coefficients in each reactor were estimated to be much higher 

than the values measured in distilled water. Additionally, the kLa in the second reactor was significantly 

larger than that in the first. As both reactors were identical in geometry and operated at the same 

sparging rate and stirring speed, the difference in kLa appears to be a result of the different media 

compositions in each reactor. Therefore, this appears to be a good technique for estimating kLa, that 

takes into account all reactor/reaction properties at the desired operating conditions. 

With the estimated values of kLa, the model was used to predict the effect of a number of improvement 

strategies on the process performance metrics. Increasing the activity of GOx through protein 

engineering has the same effect as increasing the enzyme concentration, but without reducing the 

biocatalyst yield. Improving the affinity of GOx towards oxygen does allow for significant 

performance improvements, although it is not a direct replacement for raising the operating pressure, 

which raises the driving force for gas-liquid oxygen transfer. It is also possible to raise the oxygen 

transfer rate by increasing kLa, through the use of a sparger with a smaller mean pore size. However, 

the effectiveness of this strategy is limited by the maximum allowable sparging rate. A techno-

economic analysis can be used to identify the boundaries for each operating condition. With these 

constraints, the model can be used to identify the most cost-effective combination of operating 

conditions and set targets for improvement of the enzyme by protein engineering. 
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Chapter 8 

Identifying constraints on operating conditions 

In Chapter 2, a methodology for reactor selection was described, based on which CSTRs were 

proposed as a practical means of achieving the necessary gas-liquid mass transfer rates to operate a 

biocatalytic oxidation in industry, despite their broad residence time distributions, inability to achieve 

full conversion and dilution of the feed stream. While alternative reactor technologies for gas-liquid 

reactions, such as microfluidic tube-in-tube or segmented flow reactors, may avoid these obstacles, 

some practical limitations currently restrict their scale-up/scale-out. In the meantime, the scale-up of 

CSTRs is well-researched. Furthermore, many manufacturers already use stirred tank reactors in batch. 

Transitioning to continuous production in tubular reactors would render this existing infrastructure 

redundant. But, by retrofitting these stirred tanks to operate continuously, the benefits of continuous 

processing may be gained with minimal capital expenditure. Of course, blindly retrofitting reactors 

without first assessing whether they can achieve the desired performance targets when combined with 

an enzyme of interest is ill-advised. This chapter will discuss the prerequisite knowledge that is required 

about the process, reactor and enzyme to make such an assessment. 

Effectiveness factor 

The first step is to determine whether it is possible to achieve the required steady-state reaction rate 

with the enzyme of interest. The required rate (vreq) can be calculated from the target annual 

production capacity, given the working volume of the reactor. The maximum rate (Vmax) of the enzyme 

is the product of its rate constant (kcat) and its concentration (CE). To determine the rate constant, the 

enzyme needs to be characterized. Accurate characterization requires measuring the rate of the enzyme 

across a wide range of substrate concentrations. Depending on the enzyme and substrates, this may 

prove to be challenging. For example, achieving sufficiently large dissolved oxygen concentrations to 

saturate an oxidase and measure its maximum rate is often not possible without pressurizing the 

system, due to the poor water-solubility of molecular oxygen. Likewise, sufficiently low concentrations 

of dissolved oxygen to precisely assess the affinity of the enzyme towards oxygen (KMO), may be 

limited by the accuracy of mass flow control. The allowable cost contribution of an enzyme has been 

estimated to be approximately 5-10% of the product selling price, depending on its value.7a Based on 

these costs, the maximum allowable enzyme concentration can be calculated if the cost of the enzyme 
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(which factors in any costs related to its production, purification and immobilization, as well as its 

stability) is known. 

With the rate constant and maximum allowable enzyme concentration known, Vmax can be calculated 

and compared to vreq, which leads to one of three scenarios. If the maximum rate is less than the 

required rate, the enzyme is too expensive or too slow to achieve the desired production capacity. In 

such a case, protein engineering could be used to improve its activity and/or stability. If the maximum 

rate is equal to, or slightly above, the required rate, the enzyme can achieve the target production 

capacity provided it is used very effectively (vreq/Vmax ≈ 1). If the maximum rate is significantly larger 

than the required rate, the enzyme can achieve the desired production capacity even it is used less 

effectively (vreq/Vmax < 1).  

Substrate concentrations and operating pressure 

Having characterized the enzyme, the required effectiveness factor, η, can now be used to determine 

the steady-state substrate concentrations needed to achieve it. This is illustrated in Figure 8.1, using 

GOx as a case study.  

 

Figure 8.1. GOx effectiveness factor as substrate concentrations change relative to their 

corresponding affinity constants. 
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In order to use GOx with an effectiveness of roughly 0.9 at steady state, the glucose and dissolved 

oxygen concentrations must be at least 10 times higher than KMG and KMO, respectively. This 

corresponds to a glucose concentration of 752 mM and dissolved oxygen concentration of 5.1 mM at 

steady state. This glucose concentration can easily be achieved due to its high water-solubility. But, in 

a CSTR, the same concentration of glucose will be present in the effluent of the reactor. Thus, if a 

higher substrate conversion is desired, a second reactor can be placed in series, although the 

effectiveness factor in this reactor may be reduced. In contrast, the poor water-solubility of oxygen 

prevents the required concentration from being achieved at atmospheric pressure. Using the Henry’s 

law constant of oxygen in water (1.3x10-5 mmol.L-1.Pa-1), it can be calculated that an oxygen partial 

pressure of approximately 3.9 bar is required to achieve an oxygen solubility of 5.1 mM. This 

represents the absolute minimum oxygen partial pressure that would be required to achieve an 

effectiveness of 0.9, assuming the oxygen transfer rate (OTR) is high enough to fully saturate the 

reaction media (CO ≈ CO
*). However, in most cases, the kLa in a reactor is not high enough to maintain 

such a high OTR, especially as the driving force for mass transfer (CO
* - CO) becomes smaller. 

Therefore, during a reaction, the dissolved oxygen concentration in the bulk liquid is substantially 

lower than the saturation concentration at the bubble interface (CO < CO
*). Thus, to achieve a bulk 

dissolved oxygen concentration of 5.1 mM, the partial pressure of oxygen in the gas phase would have 

to be significantly higher than 3.9 bar. Furthermore, the oxygen content of the gas phase determines 

the total pressure required to achieve the desired effectiveness factor. For instance, if pure oxygen is 

used, the reactor has to be operated at a minimum of 3.9 bar, whereas if air is used, the minimum 

operating pressure is 18.6 bar. The maximum oxygen content of the feed gas is set by the stability limit 

of the enzyme or, if the enzyme is relatively inexpensive, the allowable cost contribution for substrates.  

Mass transfer coefficient 

Having determined the minimum required operating pressure (Preq), it can now be compared with the 

maximum allowable pressure of the reactor (Pmax,R). If Pmax,R < Preq, then the desired effectiveness 

cannot be achieved in the chosen reactor. In such cases, protein engineering could be used to improve 

the affinity of the enzyme towards oxygen so that the required oxygen partial pressure can be reduced. 

If Pmax,R > Preq, it may be possible to achieve the desired effectiveness factor in the reactor. In this case, 

Pmax,R sets the maximum oxygen saturation concentration that can be achieved in the reactor (CO
*
max). 

Based on the stoichiometry of an oxidase coupled with catalase, the OTR must be equal to half of vreq. 
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With the OTR and CO required to achieve the desired effectiveness factor known, together with the 

CO
*
max of the reactor, it is possible to calculate the minimum allowable kLa. 

Agitation speed and sparging rate 

Figure 8.2 illustrates how the kLa varies with agitation speed and sparging rate for a specified reactor. 

For the purposes of this discussion, the kLa is estimated using the following empirical power law 

correlation76 (Equation 8.1). However, it should be noted that the values of the coefficient and 

exponents must first be determined for the system of interest.156 

 

kLa = 0.04 ∙ vs
0.47 (

PG
V
)
0.6

 
(8.1) 

 

 

Figure 8.2. kLa in a CSTR as sparging rate and agitation speed are varied. Boundaries above which 

the impeller becomes flooded and the impeller blades form large cavities are indicated by the dashed 

line and dash-dot line respectively.  

The superficial gas velocity (vs) and gassed power input (PG/V) are dependent on the reactor 

dimensions, operating conditions and the liquid density and viscosity. Detailed calculations can be 

found in Chapters 6 and 11 of the Handbook of Industrial Mixing.78 It should be noted that the 
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resulting kLa values may not account for the effects of media composition discussed in Chapter 6. As 

expected, the higher the agitation speed and sparging rate, the larger kLa becomes. However, if the 

sparging rate is too high relative to the agitation speed, the gas cannot be efficiently dispersed, which 

can allow large cavities to form behind the blades of the impeller and eventually even lead to the 

impeller becoming completely flooded. This greatly reduces the effectiveness with which power can 

be transferred to the liquid and so this regime should be avoided. The boundaries for each of these 

phenomena, below which the gas can be effectively dispersed, are shown in Figure 8.2. Figure 8.3 

shows a more generalized version of this plot, with additional limitations included.  
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Figure 8.3. Conceptual regime map illustrating possible limitations, which restrict the value of gas-

liquid mass transfer coefficient that can be achieved in a continuous stirred tank reactor during a 

biocatalytic oxidation. 

For instance, if the gas sparging rate becomes too high, the cost of gas compression will eventually 

become uneconomical. The higher the operating pressure, the lower this limit. Similarly, the energy 

costs required to mix the contents of the reactor will eventually become uneconomical at high agitation 

speeds. The minimum allowable kLa, calculated previously, sets a minimum limit on the sparging rate 

and agitation speed to ensure the OTR is high enough to reach the required rate. Lastly, it is possible 

that the enzyme will become destabilized at high sparging rates and agitation speeds, due to direct 
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contact with molecular oxygen at the gas-liquid interface, as discussed in Chapter 4. This may be more 

prevalent at high oxygen partial pressures. These limits create an operating window, within which the 

kLa is high enough to achieve the required OTR. Since the OTR is dependent on both the kLa as well 

as the oxygen saturation concentration (CO
*), the operating pressure, sparging rate and agitation speed 

can be optimized to find the most economical way of achieving the necessary OTR. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

The majority of chemical processing industries have already embraced or are trending towards the use 

of continuous manufacturing to reap the benefits of process intensification and reaction telescoping. 

Oxidations remain an important class of reactions in the synthesis of numerous chemicals of industrial 

interest. For this reason, oxidases are attractive biocatalysts due to their exceptional selectivity, mild 

operating conditions and use of molecular oxygen as an environmentally friendly oxidant. 

Furthermore, protein engineering allows these enzymes to be modified, in principal, according to the 

limitations of the process. As a result, a number of oxidases have already been implemented in industry 

for the production of active pharmaceutical ingredients. However, in many cases, the low solubility of 

oxygen in aqueous media may limit the reaction rates of these enzymes and so a deeper understanding 

is required to streamline the implementation of these enzymes into industrial scale continuous 

processes. The main conclusions arrived at in this thesis are presented below: 

• A reactor selection methodology for continuous biocatalytic reactions was developed based 

on analyzing fundamental reactor types with respect to enzyme kinetics and limitations. Plug-

flow operation is highly attractive as it enables the simplification of downstream processing 

by allowing complete conversion and precise control of residence times. However, the lack of 

mixing in plug-flow reactors restricts their use for multiphase reactions, unless operated at the 

microscale where surface-to-volume ratios are higher. Continuous stirred tank reactors 

(CSTRs) were proposed as a practical and scalable alternative, facilitating gas-liquid mass 

transfer by mechanical mixing and enabling rapid implementation through retrofitting of batch 

stirred tank reactors that are already prevalent in industry. 

• Experiments with glucose oxidase in a laboratory-scale CSTR demonstrated poor 

performance due to oxygen limitation when supplied with air. Increasing the enzyme 

concentration does significantly improve reaction rates, but at the cost of reducing how 

effectively the enzyme is used. Increasing the oxygen partial pressure in the feed gas was found 

to have a much stronger influence on reaction rate, by virtue of increasing the solubility of 

oxygen in the liquid phase. However, when feed gas oxygen concentrations were increased 

above 60-80%, reaction performance began to drop, possibly due to inactivation of the 
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enzyme. As an alternative, oxygen partial pressure could be increased by raising the overall 

operating pressure of the system. However, this might also result in enzyme inactivation. 

Therefore, improving the affinity of glucose oxidase towards oxygen, to enable the use of 

lower oxygen partial pressures, is a safer approach. 

• Conversions in a single CSTR are inevitably limited due to the homogeneity of the reactor 

contents and the substrate dependence of enzymatic reactions. The conversion can be 

improved by connecting multiple CSTRs in series, which also allows more cost-effective use 

of the enzyme. A model of 10 CSTRs in series showed that the overall conversion doubles 

upon addition of the second reactor, with diminishing returns thereafter. Therefore, a dual-

CSTR configuration appears to be the most practical means of raising conversions and 

enabling more effective enzyme use, without excessive capital expenditure. Experiments in a 

series of two identical laboratory-scale CSTRs showed that overall conversion was actually 

tripled by inclusion of a second reactor. This was attributed to higher dissolved oxygen 

concentrations in the second reactor. 

• The volumetric gas-liquid oxygen transfer rate controls the steady-state dissolved oxygen 

concentration in a CSTR, which predominantly limits the reaction rate of a biocatalytic 

oxidation. Therefore, accurate estimation of the mass transfer coefficient, kLa, is essential for 

design, scale-up and operation of these systems. Experiments showed that kLa is highly 

influenced by the presence and concentrations of a number of media components from the 

glucose oxidase system, including the buffer, product and enzymes. This was postulated to be 

a result of the interaction of these components with the gas-liquid interfaces, which may affect 

the surface tension and subsequent interfacial area within the reactor, or influence the liquid-

side mass transfer coefficient by changing the thickness or recirculation of the liquid boundary 

layer surrounding the bubbles. A factorial design of experiments with two of the components 

indicated the presence of strong interaction effects, complicating the accurate prediction of 

kLa based on media composition. 

• A model of the laboratory setup was developed and fit to experimental data to estimate kLa in 

each reactor as well as enzyme kinetic parameters. Initial results showed that the model is 

capable of fitting the experimental data, but that the dataset was too small to enable estimation 

of all parameters with certainty. A sensitivity and identifiability analysis was performed to 

reduce the number of estimated parameters. The rate constant of GOx was estimated and 

found to validate the value obtained in a tube-in-tube reactor. The mass transfer coefficients 
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in each reactor were also estimated and found to differ significantly, possibly due to differences 

in media composition and reaction rates, which may enhance the liquid-side mass transfer 

coefficient. The model was used to predict the outcome of various changes to the process and 

protein, indicating that it could be possible to achieve near-complete conversion in a dual-

CSTR configuration. The most cost-effective combination of changes can be identified using 

the model, provided the specific economic constraints of the process are defined. 

• A basic guideline for assessing the suitability of a reactor for operating a biocatalytic oxidation 

was outlined, based on the economic constraints that limit operating conditions. Once the 

enzyme of interest is characterized, its reaction rate can be assessed to ascertain whether it is 

sufficient to achieve the target market demand, using a cost-effective amount of enzyme. This 

sets the effectiveness with which the enzyme must be used, from which it is possible to 

calculate the required substrate concentrations during operation. For a biocatalytic oxidation, 

the required concentration of dissolved oxygen and stability of the oxidase towards oxygen 

can be used to set the required operating pressure, which subsequently fixes the minimum 

allowable mass transfer coefficient. The sparging rate and agitation speed required to achieve 

the minimum kLa can then be calculated. A conceptual regime plot was presented to highlight 

the constraints that limit the feasible range of operation. 
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Chapter 10 

Future perspectives 

In this thesis, an attempt has been made at presenting a means of implementing biocatalytic oxidations 

into industry in a streamlined and practical way. Nevertheless, there remain many areas where a deeper 

understanding could help to further broaden the applicability of oxidative enzymes. 

• While oxidases were selected as the focus of this work, there are other subclasses of enzyme 

that are able to catalyze oxidation reactions. For example, oxygenases incorporate one or two 

atoms of oxygen directly into the substrate. However, they require expensive nicotinamide 

cofactors (NADPH or NADH) to do so. As such, they are typically implemented in vivo to 

benefit from native cofactor regeneration cycles within cells. However, the cells are often 

susceptible to deactivation or inhibition by industrially attractive substrates or products, which 

limits the stability of resting whole-cell biocatalysts.1a, 157 Thus, improvements to either the 

resilience of the cells or the efficiency of in vitro cofactor regeneration are required for 

continuous operation over prolonged periods to be feasible. Peroxidases and peroxygenases, 

which use hydrogen peroxide as an oxidant, are also attractive options to avoid requirements 

for excess catalase or gas-liquid oxygen transfer. However, enzyme deactivation by hydrogen 

peroxide still limits their use.158 Therefore, to enable continuous operation, the enzymes must 

be engineered to be more stable. Alternatively, the substrate must be supplied at more dilute 

concentrations, which may necessitate engineering the enzymes for greater affinity. 

• The effects of catalyst stability can be reduced by continuously supplying a reaction with fresh 

enzyme, as was done in this work. However, depending on the value of the product, the 

biocatalyst yield may not be cost-effective. For instance, the biocatalyst yields achieved herein 

might be suitable for the production of pharmaceuticals or some fine chemicals, but it is 

estimated that biocatalyst yields in the range of 103-105 gproduct.genzyme
-1 would be required to 

produce low value bulk chemicals.23a There are cases where protein engineering has been used 

to increase the activity of enzymes by several orders of magnitude.159 This would enable the 

use of much lower enzyme concentrations to maintain the desired performance. However, the 

use of soluble enzymes will often necessitate their removal downstream. If the cost 

contribution of downstream processing is large, retention of the enzyme within the reactor by 
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immobilization or membranes may be preferable, provided the biocatalyst is stable enough for 

prolonged operation. For gas-liquid reactions in CSTRs, additional research on the optimal 

configuration for retaining enzymes within the reactor may be required. 

• Further studies into the stability of oxidative enzymes when exposed to gaseous oxygen are 

recommended. Herein it was found that GOx appeared to become inactivated by exposure to 

gases comprised of more than 60-80% oxygen. Increasing the pressure of the system to raise 

the solubility of oxygen may exacerbate this phenomenon, by further raising the oxygen partial 

pressure in the gas phase. Additionally, high dissolved oxygen concentrations may also lead to 

deactivation. The amino acids which are most susceptible to oxidation are cysteine and 

methionine.160 Therefore, it may be possible to prevent deactivation by substituting these 

enzymes, provided they are not critical to the shape and function of the active site.161 

Alternatively, oxygen must be supplied indirectly through a gas permeable membrane, such as 

Teflon AF 2400.162 However, these membranes can be expensive and the surface-to-volume 

ratios required to facilitate sufficient mass transfer would likely only be possible at the 

microscale. 

• In this work, estimation of kLa by fitting a model to experimental data was proposed to be 

more practical than predictions based on media composition. Nevertheless, the ability to 

describe kLa as a function of media composition with relative accuracy would allow more 

robust dynamic model simulations. It would also facilitate the quantification of any mass 

transfer enhancements resulting from fast reactions taking place at the bubble surface. This 

requires an in-depth investigation into the underlying mechanisms by which various media 

components influence gas-liquid mass transfer. 

• Techno-economic analyses of biocatalytic oxidations for the production of low and high value 

products could be used to set constraints on operating conditions. These constraints would 

allow the independent optimization of each reactor in a dual-CSTR configuration to achieve 

desired performance targets while minimizing the largest cost contributor for a specific 

process. There are already a number of industrially implemented oxidase-catalyzed reactions 

that could be utilized as case studies. Having up-to-date economic data would greatly facilitate 

protein engineering efforts towards the industrial implementation of a broader range of 

oxidases, by setting minimum targets for performance improvements. 
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